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throughout the country and liberal con
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t
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Inches long by 12 Inches wide. A
tape measure barely encloses his
aole counsel to defend the accused
parents.
chest. Each of his trouser legs could
contain the figures of two ordinary
Guests of the President.
A Trial Trip ot
cloth in British Fleet Viewed by King
Nebraska Strikers After Union men, and there Is sufficient
Boston Bay, Aug. 18: David B. Henone of his suits to outfit ten average
derson, speaker of the house of repremen. A man 5 feet 10 ly his side apShip.
Edward.
Pacific Road.
sentatives and Representative Bab-cocpears like a mere pigmy. "This modt
chairman of the republican con,
ern giant." said a fair official this
gressional committee, will le the
morning, "will be asked to visit the
DELE6ATES.
STATE MILITIA MAY BE CALLED' forthcoming territorial fair here in SLIGHT CLUE TO CHICAGO MURDERS. president's guests at dinner tonight.
.
In Custody for Perjury.
October. He would prove one of the
Railroad Bond Issue.
greatest attractions and I think would
Boston, Aug. 18. Corporal R. T.
New Tork. Atrg. 18. Official anO'Brien, who was arrested at North Turkey Pays No Attention to Demands make a fine manager for the base bail Boer Generals Leave England En nouncement was made today that the Missouri Stats Fair Opens Success.
tournament."
Adams on the charge of perjury before
stockholders of the Union Pacific Railfully at Sedalia.
Route to Brussels,
the United States senate committee
of Other Countries.
road company had availed themselves
RETURNING.
ELKS ARE
of inquiry in to the war in the Philipot the right to subscribe for all of $31,pines, was today ordered delivered Into
000,000 4 per cent onds Issued by the
In Last Night and More To.
PLUMBERS HOLDING C0NVEKT1M.
Got
Five
Washington
authorcustody
of
the
the
BLACKSMITHS ORDER A STRIKE.
CANANEA
POLICE OFFICERS KILLED.
Oregon snort Line except anout s&uu,-00night and Tomorrow.
ities by Judge Lowell, of the United
Last night B. Ituppe, district deputy;
states court. O'Brien will be taken
New York. Aug. 18. A host of Jack
'
Abel. William
to Washington at once.
Accidents at Hospital.
London, Aug. 18. Naval maneuvers
North Platte, Neb., Aug. 18. Gov- F. A. Hubbell. D. J. Bens-oare getting everything "ship-shape- "
les
Spencer
Moore,
Wlllard
and
In tho Solent todajr were marred by
This morning, Louis Orear, an ap aboard'the new battleship Maine, reSavage today announced that he
ernor
Death of Mrs. Phillips.
does not think it necessary to call out well known Elks and members of tho the weather. Torrents of rain and a prentice In the machine department of
completed at the Cramps, In
Yesterday morning, about 3 o'clock, the state militia to guard the Union Quien Sabe marching club, who attend- half gale of wind drove the spectators the local ir.llway shops, was the victim cently
for the official trial trip.
readiness
convention,
ed
the
Lake
returned
Salt
innoon
from the sea front and it was
at the home of her son. Dr. C. T. Phil Paclfia property here. The governor
He was which takes place this week over the
of a very painful accident.
night,
speak
home
and
ail
in
last
the
lips, corner of Roma avenue and Third had a conference with General Man
stead of 10 o'clock whdn the royal taking down the eccentric strap on one
course between Cape Ann.
street, the spirit of Mrs. Nancy Phillips ager Dickinson, General Attorney highest praises of the treatment ac- yacht Victoria and Albert left Cowes of the big engines when It slipped and marked
and Cape Porpoise, Me,
passed to Us Maker. She was 80 years Baldwin and oKier officials, and an- corded them, not only at Salt Lake, and took King Edward through the the thumb on the left hand was caught. Mass.,
Her trial will be made to determine
and 16 days old and death came nat- other wltlf a committee of strikers and but en route to the convention. All lines of the fleet. Subsequently an ar- badly crushing it. At the hospital the how well she steams, whether her
ry
many
brought
back
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them
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ray of battleships and cruisers to the injury was dressed by Dr. Saylin and
ural with a general breakdown caused citizens and discussed both sides of
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works
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handconvention
of
of
the
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by her advanced years.
number of nearly eighty formed In two two pieces of broken bone removed. mately what
the matter. He said he would not call some
conseIn
speed
Is.
her
badges secured by exchange from columns and passed on either side of
About six months' ago the husband out the troops until requested by the
It will be some time before Louis can quence ot tho success of her recent
and father died at the family home at mayor and sheriff. One of the railroad delegates from other lodges, and this Victoria and Albert. All the war ves- return to work.
private trial the Maine ia confidently
Elm, Texas, at the ripe old age of 94 officials was hung In effigy last night, morning Wlllard Benson Moore was sels manned ship as they passed the
Toney Morello, another employe of expected to meet
official speed repleased
so
well
with
his
collection
that royal yacht.
years, and since that time the mother but the strikers disclaim the responthe machine department, had one of quirements.
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and wife has
his legs badly injured
sibility.
president of the trial board and a num
of friends at Sturges' European. A few
CHICAGO MURDERS.
ping and striking the leg.. He will be ber ot naval officers and engineers who
in this city, living with her son, who Is
toget
will
Quien
in
more
the
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of
Report Denied.
a well known physician.
laid up on account of the accident sev have closely watched her progreaa
Omaha, Neb., Aug. 18. Officials of night, another batch tomorrow night, Clue Discovered by the Police to the eral weeks.
A son of the deceased arrived In the
since her keel was la.a will be aboard.
they
Bartholin Crime.
city this morning and will accompany the Union Pacific headquarters today and the remainder well, leaving took
during the trial. The contract speed
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northern
after
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management
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of
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return
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mystery led the police to believe they Four Persons Badly Hurt at a Chau fastest navy. That she will do beter
band in the family cemetery.
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over
at
A prayer service will be held
John Rimling is a new arrival from are nearer a solution of the
speed there is no
Peoria, III., Aug. 18. Four persons than her contract expected
the remains at A. Border's undertakSedalia. Missouri. He will locate here than at any time In the past month.
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doubt.
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ing parlors tomorrow afternoon at 3
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morrow night..
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held for ten days in bonds of 810,000, Merrlam, Williamsfleld, 111., thumb and place of the vessel of that name which,
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ing on a railroad running Into Salt eral questions affecting the interests
admitted that he met Bartholin and Davltt Inhaled flame and smoke and is She la Very much more, formidable
Lake City. The returning Elks say he of American citizens has led to some- Of the Albuquerqne Eastern Meet In that Bartholin said he was in trouble dying. Lyle Watklns was badly burned,
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is getting along nicely.
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Leonard the building of
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where
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take
Greenwood, a SatitA Fe Pacific
Mexico, special police, were fatal- Saint, Chas. W. Dudrow
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by
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friends
stabbed
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nent and successful physician of ChiHopewell. The latter three gentlemen
cago, is in the city and for a very Im- whom they arrested and were attempt- came down from Santa ,Fe especially secret. Captain O'Donnell, who served the Acre early Sunday morning and Is
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war,
throughout
on
now
DeWet's
staff
lying
hosthe
Fe
at
Pacific
Santa
the
ing to convey to prison. The murder- for the meeting. Hon. w. 11. Andrews
portant purpose.
starts Immediately for America to pre- pital with a sore head and a badly split Large
Dr. Brown makes a specialty of con- ers escaped.
who is also a director of the Albuquer pare the way for the visit of the gen- lip.
Attendance Assembled at the
sumption and comes to Albuquerque
que Eastern is at PlttBburg, Pa., and erals. He says
Congress.
altogether
about
that
B.
Labor
Federation.
Jersey
a
barber,
New
white
Ira
Ritter,
and
with a view to looking up a location
could not be present. As the Santa Fe 500 Americans and 600 Irishmen were Andrew Dillard, a negro, are under arPaul,
Aug.
St.
18. The hotel
Minn..
Trenton, N. J. Aug. 18. The New Central construction work Is going
for a first class sanitarium. She has
registers are tilling rapidly with the
with the Boer forces.
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wanted.
Both
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Labor
Federation
Jersey
State
along nicely and does not demand all
uecided that an ideal climate Is found
Late this afternoon the Boer gen- men have been frequent visitors in po- names of prominent men come to at
annual session the time and attention of the.
here and if suitable grounds can .be vened In twenty-fourtofficials erals proceded to the docks to embark lice court for minor offenses and have tend the annuai session ot the Trane-today
and
Assembly
chamber
of the two roads It Is safe to say that
secured she will build. The lady has in the
Mls8lssippl Commercial congress. The
will continue through the week. More the building of the Albuquerque East- on the steamer Batavler, bound for paid small fines.
capital and means business.
arrivals Include senators, bankers.
In spite of the secrecy of
Rotterdam.
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out
Greenwood
attendance,
started
are
delegates
200
in
than
ern will now receive their attention,
"I ask nothing from anybody," said
movements a large crowd await- night to see the town oy lamplight. officials of the United States depart
repretheir
not
heretofore
several
trades
Dr. Brown, to a Citizen reporter this
and work on that road will explain the
the generals and cheered the de- Getting on a little jag he wandered ment of agriculture, mining experts.
business transacted at the meeting ed
afternoon. "I pay my way as I go. I sented, including the glass workers
parting visitors.
Jersey,
south.
down in the tenderloin district. There cattle raisers and othera prominently
which was held this morning.
find an Ideal climate here and have and silk workers of
reports
present.
he met Hitter and they took few drinks Identified with the industries of the'
The
delegates
having
decided that this is the place for a
Blacksmiths Strike.
A. Moffitt and Secretogether; In fact, their friendship grew western country. The congress will
John
of
President
first class sanitarium. I have made a
New York, Aug. 18. A strike was so strong that Greenwood loaned Rit- be formally opened tomorrow when tho
gratifyDunphey
6hows
B.
Frank
tary
thorough study of consumption In its
ALBUQUERQUE-FAIordered today by the International ter a few dollars to gamble with. visitors will be welcome by Governor
In
worst form and have had success in a ing progress during the past year
Brotherhood of Blacksmiths and Help- Greenwood grew tired of the fast life Van Sant, Mayor Smith and others, to
number of cases, while In Chicago, the way of spreading the Influence and
ers in all shops where an advance of ho was leading and decided
membership
of
to go to whose addresses response will Go
increasing
Jhe
the
where I had a sanitarium. If In Chi
10 per cent in wages was not granted.
securing
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accom- made by John Henry Smith, of Salt
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cago, where nature and everything
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affects
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part
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and when in the Lake City, president of the organiza
and reduced
else is against the Disease, I made
cipally. A thousand men employed in alley between Copper and Railroad tion.
cures, what could I do in this climate,
tho different yards quit work today.
LUCK
negro
avenues,
PROSPECTOR'S
on
appeared
the
the
Missouri State Fair Opens.
where everything Is In one's favor? My
Handsomely Illustrated Number
scene, and that two men, supposed to
first idea was to build a chain of sani- In Dynamiting Skunks He Struck Very
Mo., Aug. 18. Sedalia la
NATIONAL GUARD.
Sedalia,
through
be
Ritter and Dillard, went
tariums in different altitudes and in
rapidly filling with visitors to the MisRich Ore.
ocpockets.
which
his
In
scramble
the
to
Commemorate
Festal
different climates, where people in difMississippi Militia to Go Into Camp on
State fair, which Was formally
A tale of a prospector's luck, which
curred during the hold-up- ,
the victim souri
ferent stages of the disease would find
opened today to continue through tho
the Gulf Coast.
brought
was
marvelous,
blow
making
a
was
on
in
face,
struck
borders
the
the
the necessary requirements and my
Occasion and to
Biloxl. MibS.,Aug. 18. Owing to the an ugly gash on the lip.' Greenwood week. For thus early in the week tho
patients could make changes in resi- into this city today from the Lordsburg
arrangt ments made by Ad- screamed for help and the robbers ran, attendance Is exceptionally large and
excellent
says
News.
It
Paso
El
the
district,
dences and still be under my care, but
augurs well for the financial success
Henry and his aids, but were soon captured..
OnGeneral
jutant
camp
mining
of
the
seems
that
unless something changes my mind, I
of the fair. All department of the exwas
advanced
today
the
before
not
far
Lordsburg,
'
from
They
five
miles
to
were
been
in
have
tario,
about
tried
ADVERTISE THE
DUKE" CITY
will build an immense institution in
poldiers
guard
had
national
of
the
by
Judge Crawford's court this morning, hibition are well filled with choice exAlbuquerque and devote all my time had been annoyed for some time
pitched, tiie Stars and but as the victim will not be able to hibits, the display of live stock, agritents
their
in
up
residence
took
their
skunks
that
to it."
cultural products and minerals being
Stripes fluttered from the tall staff,
O
Dr. Brown will go to Denver for a some rocks in a nearby canyon.
The Citizen has lately ccnclud- - O guns were in position and Camp long-in- talk before the coming Friday, the particularly notable.
unbearable,
becoming
Saturday
was
case
postponed
until
The nuisance
O ed arrangements to issue a hand- - O
few days before returning to Chicago.
an accomplished fact. morning.
had
Plumbers' Convention.
She will come back to Albuquerque one of the prospectors named Williams O somely illustrated number, devot- - 0 In point become
encampment
of numbers the
Ritter gave bond in the sura ot $250,
some time In December and begin determined to rid the camp of them. O ed to "Albuquerque and Envi- - C is
Neb., Aug. 18. The thir
Omaha,
the largest ever held by the state and Dillard went to jail.
operations In connection with the He therefore slipped up to where the O rons," to be circulated during the O troops.
annual
teenth
convention of the Unitlong
diil
for
the
It
not
take
lying
and
were
rodents
is
supposed
to
have lost
odoriferous
Greenwood
O Territorial Fair in October.
building of the new sanitarium.
O
ed Association of Plumbers, Gsa and
threw a stick of dynamite among them. O The work will embrace three 0 military routine of the camp to get about 85.
Steam Fitters began its sessions In
In a few moments there was a terrific 0 sections the "regular," the "gen- - 0 in full swing and nothing appeared
Banker Sentenced.
Major and Mrs. Clark M. Carr and Labor Temple today. The roll call by
to have been loft undone that would
could
skunks
of
portions
explosion
and
0 eral" and the "special" enclosed 0 contribute to tiio comfort of the men three children have arrived In Santa Secretary Tilden showed an attendDetroit. Mich., Auk. 18. Judge Mur
flying in all directions..
0 in a cover designed for the sea- - 0 and the success of the encampment, Fe from St. Louis, and are stoppng i t ance of more than 125 delegates, reprephy, in the recorder's court, today, sen be Been
went
The next morning Williams
0 son. It will be printed on a su- - 0 drills, reviews and target practice the Uildersleeve residence on upper senting many parts of the United
tenced rranit u. Awtrews, wno was
dythrown the
found guilty on Saturday of misapply- around to where he had he had uncov- 0 perior grade of paper and will be 0 will be regularly begun and the pre- Palace avenue. Major Carr will, dur- States and Canada. The sessions of
that
0 embellished by the highest grade 0 sence of visitors of note will lend ing the present week, visit Valencia the convention are expected to coning and misappropriating the funds of namite and foundmineral-bearinrock 0 of half-tonengravings.
0 brilliance to the occasion.
the wrecked City Savings bank, to fif- ered a ledge of
county, where he has some valuable tinue a week or longer. Chief among
story
Now
the
teen years at hard lalior in Jackson that was quite rich. a claim on the 0 In taking up the enterprise The 0
landed interests, thereafter he will re- the subjects to be considered and acted
located
goes
he
that
Scientists Aid Northrops.
0 Citizen has determined to spare 0
prison.
turn to Albuquerque for a short stay upon Is the subject for a home for
lead and has sold to a man named 0 no expense in producing a work 0
New Haven, Conn., Aug. 18. Wide- and thence go to St. Louis. Mrs. Carr aged and Infirm or sick members ot
tho
sum.
neat
a
Davis for
Dead.
0 of sterling merit, and has already 0 spread interest attaches to the case and children expect to remain at Santa organization.
0 increased its staff oy the employ- - 0 of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Northrop, Fe about six weeks.
Vienna, Aug. 18. Prof. Leopold
MODERN GIANT.
0 merit of R. Copeland Rohrabach- - 0 of West Haven, which was called for
Sickness of Judge Norton,
Schenk, author of "Determination of
Atchison, Kan., Aug. 18. B. P. Wag- 0 er, a talented writer who has 0 trial tixiay in the borough court. The 'the young lady, it is understood,
Sex," died today at Schwanberg, Syria.
He is Over Ten Feet High and Will be 0 earned a well deserved promi- 0 accused are charged with manslaugh- was an Albuquerque visitor a few gener left today for KenoBha, Wis., In
Asked to Visit the Fair.
James S. Duncan, the well known
nence for special newspaper and 0 ter by permitting their infant daughter weeks ago, coming here from the City a special car Th response to a telegram
0
and popular contractor and liveryman
Edward Baupere, of Sandusky, Ohio, 0 magazine work in Colorado and 0 to receive only Christian Science treat- ot Mexico and remained several days. announcing the serious illness of bis
of Las Vegas, came in from the south a French-Canadiaby birth, is 30 years 0 elsewhere in the west.
0 ment during her Illness, which termina- It is learned that while here her health law partner, Albert If. Horton,
yesterday morning and continued on old, weighs 087 pounds, measures 10 o
n ted fatally. The case Is regarded as a was not good, but she was perfectly
justice of Kansas. Horton will
north to Las Vegas.
feet 11 inches In height, his hauds be
test case by members of the sect rational.
be taken to his home at Topeka.

Edward, Emperor William, King Alfonso of Spain and others. In the capital
the anniversary of the emperor's birth
was never so generally observed.
Public efflees, stores and factories
were closed, the streets were handsomely decorated and gala performances were given at the theaters. Special thanksgiving services were held
In all the churches and were attended
by thousands of person?.
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Loretto, Pa., Aug. 18. Charles M.
Schwab, of the United States Steel
corporation, has accepted tne advice
of his physicians and has decided to
retire Indefinitely from active business
life. He will leave America to seek
some quiet nook in a foreign clime,
where not an echo of the strenuous
life he has led can reach him. Dr.
Golden never leaves the Schwab home
and the exact nature of his patient's
condition cannot be learned through
him. Schwab is not confined to his
bed, but spends much of bis time on
the wide veranda. He is always with
his wife or parents, but no one else.
Schwab's destination will be kept a
secret and he will do nothing but seek
health until his nerves have been restored to their normal condition and
his mind fully relieved of the great
strain resulting from so many business
cares. Mrs. Schwab said her husband
would not see any person and had not
been receiving visitors for several
days. Mr. Schwab sat on a couch within hearing of voices. A paper was before his eyes and he exhibited no Interest and made no attempt to move.
Inquiry among the people of the town
who have conversed with the Schwabs
fully corrolorated the story that he
intends to retire from active business
life. His friends, however, deny that It
he leaves the United States Steel cor
poration it will not be at the dictation
of any person'-vthethan himself,

.

Schwab Will Retire.
New York, Aug. 18. The retirement
of Charles M. Schwab from the presidency of the United States Steel corporation is now commonly accepted as
determined upon, notwithstanding recent official denials and present reluct
ance in official quarters to confirm the
report. Schwab's Impaired health is
the reason. It Is believed that his retirement will be followed by extensive
changes in the membership of the organization. It has been reported that
the presidency would pass to James
Gayley, first vice president.
Other
rumors pointed to M. C. Frlck.
TRAIN DITCHED.
Rock Island Train Wrecked by Washout In Iowa.
Muscatine, Iowa, Aug. IS. The El
Paso limited on the Rock Island system was wrecked by a washout a mile
west of Letts early this morning and
five coaches and the engine were
thrown into the ditch. The train carried a heavy passenger list, and many
miraculous escapes from death are reported. Many are reported injured,
some, it Is thought, fatally. The washout was caused by a cloudburst.
It is stated at the
Rock Island general office that the
baggage, mail, express and two chair
cars of the train wrecked near Letts
were ditched, but the engine and Pull- mans remained on the track.- - Accord- ing to their reports no one was seriously injured, although some were
bruised.
Chicago. Aug. 18.

.

(

Shah of Persia.
London, Aug. 18. The shah of Persia, Muzaffar el Din and his suite, who
arrived at Dover yesterday, reached
London today and took up his residence at Marlborough house as guests
of King Edward.
Carnival at Jeff ergonville.
JefTersonville. Ind., Aug. 18. The
Elks' carnival, for which JefTersonville
has been preparing for weeks past,
opened today In a blaze of glory. The
city is festooned with purple and white,
the Elkb' colors, and the streets are
thronged with people, including a libvisiteral proportion of
ors. The program was ushered in
with a grotesque parade, the various
features of which were applauded by
the thousands who lined the sidewalks
along the route.
n

Honor of Austria.
Vienna. Aug. 13. The seventy-sec-nbirthday of Einperor Francis
Joseph was celebrated today with elaborate fetes throughout the dual empire. During the forenoon the members of the toreign diplomatic corps
presented at the palace telegraphic
messages of congratulation from King
d
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THE ALIWQIJERQU e
The center of the number of farms
of the United States Is 110 miles east
by south of St. Louis, in Wayne county, Illinois.
The population renter Is six miles
southeast of Columbus, Ind.

BKsnHJEBIS

ALVARADO PHARMACY
THE PEOPLE'S DRUG STORE
WE GURANTEE SATISFACTION.

B. H. BRIGGS

The center of value of farm property
Is thirty-ninmiles
of
Springfield. 111.
s
The center of Investment In
Is fifty-ninmiles
of Cleveland, Ohio.
The center of corn production It
r
miles southwest of Spring-

& CO., Prescription Druggists

--

McCKKlOHT.

HTJGHE8

Tfcoa. Hur.liee
m. T. MeCreight.

field.

The renter of wheat production Is
Chicago newspaper will want
to be buying "India's coral strand seventy miles west of Pes Moines,
to command something else. Iowa.
Publishers Theorder
The .center of production of cotton
Chicago rrach Is long and It never
t:s
in
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sleeps.

The threatened strike among the
miners at Silverton, Colo., bas happily
been averted. This has been done
through a compromise tictwcen the
men and their employers.

tally and Weekly.

PoblUlie

111.

iHjcq dratted

....Editor

COLD DL'ST twins do

The people of this city, regardless
of political affiliations, will do their
best to make It pleasant for the delegates of the democratic party at the
territorial convention, October 13.
Mark Hanna says: "It is hard to
conciliate. It Is hard to arbitrate, a
question when only one side will consider It." So It would be to try a law
suit. But what Is the matter with
making both sideaeronslder It? There
waa as much objection to trial by jury
when It was first proposed as there Is
now to compulsory arbitration.

Is thirty-fou- r
miles north by west of
Jackson, .lis3.
The center of the number of farms
hns moved westward faster than the
center of population.
The grentesl westward movement
hns been that of wheat, whoso center
of production has In fifty years moved
13 degrees
from northeastern Ohio to
wcrtcrn Iowa.

Crowded to the Doors...
u

Hard-wat- er

that contains

GOLD DUST

Is the best of cleansers. GOLD DUST

softens the hardest water, cuts all
grease and grime and effectually rids
the house of dirt. It does more work
and better work than any other
cleaner. GOLD DUST is unequaled
for washing clothe 3 and dishes.
Kade only by

TEE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
New Yoik,
Lottoa.
St. Louis.
Maker cf FAIRY SOAP.

Iilr.

Cosmopolitan
Pape

Mail

Orders
Promptly

Lv

Patterns

None Higher

Filled
U.S.

Leon B.5tern,proprietc

V. V. CLARK,
engineer. lOf
anl metalluiKloal rque,
West Gold avenue,
N. M.
Specialties Reports, surveys and maps:
Plans and reduction works: mines and
cnlnlns; Investments; second hand mlnlnf
macmnery; custom assaying ana analysis.
Mining;

Wil-hel-

Fifty-eight-

IT PAYS TO TRADE AT THE

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
MINING ENGINEER.

Terma of Subscription:
OSTEOPATHY.
by mall, one year
fft no
1 00
D&Ur. by mall, six months
Dr. Conner.
1 60
three momns
Port graduate of Dr. A. T. Still's School
3Hr, byT mall,
mall, one month .........
60
of Osteopathy, Klrkvllle. Mo. Lung trouUy. by carrier, one month
76
ble and all chronln diseases a specialty.
IN DEMAND.
1 do
Wvkly. by mall, per year
Whiting biilldlnK. roome 21 and
It should not be difficult to convince 2!;Ofllce,
THE DAILY CITIZEN will be delivered
Automatic telephone, IM.
The
New
York
Commercial
directs the kaiser that the main cause of sucfea the c..y at the low rate of 20 cents per
week, or for ?6 Lents per month, when attention to the fact that the enormous cessful competition of American manuDENTISTS
fMld monthly. Tl se rates are lees than demand for typewriters, which is growIn Europe Is their ability to
Umm of any other daily paper In the ing
facturers
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. S.
steadily from week to week, is
tarrttory.
306 Railroad avenue. Office hours,
only another demonstration of the fact produce commodities cheaper than Is
over
done
there. There are several 8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to
Territorial Republican Central Com- that a full supply for a recognized hu- reasons for this, but one. of them cer- 5:00 p. m. Telephone 462. Appointman need Is often difficult of producmittee Call..
tainly is that our manufacturers do not ments made by mail.
To the members of the Territorial Re- tion. The old days when business have to pay the heavy taxation which
LAWYERS
publican Central Committee of New men nnd authors struggled with the is the rule in Europe, and a large
pen, cramping their fingers and wearyMexico:
.'
er;iard
S. Rodey
of which Is to meet the cost of
You are hereby notified that a meet- ing their brains, have practically share
ATTOR.N
W, Albuquerque, N
enormous
standing
the
armies.
M. Prompt attention given to all business
ing of the territorial republican central passed away. Today court records,
pertaining
profession.
Will practo
the
committee of the territory of New manuscript copy and business docutice In all court of the territory and beCHILD LABOR IN THE SOUTH.
Mexico will be held In Albuquerque on ments are nearly all produced by the
fore the United Slates land office.
Friday, August 22, 1902, for the purThe states of North Carolina and
pose of fixing the date and place to typewriter, and machines capable of Alabama have Just made
i. M. Bond
investigadoing
required
42 P Street. N
work
the
of
can
them
ATTORN
bold the territorial republican convenW
Washington,
as
to
tions
employment
T. C. Pensions, lands,
of
the
child
be
prices,
secured
.up
all
at
$10
from
tion to nominate a candidate for dele-rat- e
patents,
copyrights,
cavlata,
letters patto the
congress of the to $100. The result Is, that a demand labor in the cotton factories of those ent, trade marks, claims.
states.
showing
Is
The
a
terrible one
United States and for the considera- uuj arisen that the manufacturers find
tion of such other matters as may it difficult to supply, and their business in both. North Carolina has 45,044 ATTORNEY-AT-LA-William D. Lee
OifUe. room t
properly come before said committee. Is more than "booming." Not only Is oiK'ratives In her cotton mills, of whom N. T. Armljo building. Will
practice It
It Is hoped that all members will be the domestic demand overwhelming, 7,996 are under 14 years of age. The all the courts of the territory.
present at said meeting, as matters of but the call for
American machines average wages paid these children is
R. W. D. Bryan.
importance for the Interest of the reAlbuquerque, N
Is
from
abroad
enormous,
and con- but 29 cents a day; while at some M.ATTORNEY-AT-LApublican party of the territory will be
Office,
First National Bank bulldlnf
places In South Carolina the wages of
stantly increasing.
considered. Very truly yours,
child labor are as low as 9 cents per
FRANK A. HUBBELL,
Frank W. Clancy
day of twelve hours!
ATTORNKY-- a
rooms 2 and t,
Chairman Territorial Republican Cenbuilding--, Albuquerque, N.M
N.
Armljo
T.
POSTOFFICE
FIGURES.
From 1890 to 1900, the increase In
tral Committee.
As a result of many requests re- the number of
under 16
E. W. Dobton
ATTORNEY-AT-LAceived at the postofflce department years of age was 270.7 per cent. It Is
Office, Com
Albuquerque,
well block,
N. M.
the third assistant postoftlca general estimated, from all

xny,

All day- - -- juch was your response to our request to attend
our first day's. Mill End Sale. ' To say that we appreciate
your patronage is putting 'it mildly. There is no limit to
oar exertions to please you. More and better bargains
await you tomorrow. Be sure to come early Sale
Positively Closes Tuesday at 6 P. fl.

11 F

Chicago,

COST OF STANDING ARMIES.
The American Industrial Invasion oi
Europe has brought sharply to the at
tention of foreign publicists the fact
that the great standing armies of all
the commercial nations are a heavy
lian:il a;i. The king of Italy realioB
this, nnd on his recent visit to St.
Petersburg he discussed Ilie subject
with the czar. It is intimated that he
received so much encotiragen ent that,
at his coming visit to Berlin, he will
take up the matter with Emperor

1902

your work."

manu-fatttirc-

fifty-fou-

Daily

"let the

south-southwe-

e

Cop. Gold Avenue and First Street.

'Ibuqtirr.ii'.c

daily citizen, Monday, august is

Ends of Outing Flannels...
5000 yards of Outing Flannels the
per
best goods ever shown at 12
patterns
a
large
variety
of
yardin
in lengths from 1 0 to 20 yards but we
will cut any length you de3ire.
6JC
MILL END PRICE per yard....
l--

2c

Mill Ends of 36-i- n
Percales...
36-in3000 yards of
Best Sea Island
Percales in dark colors onlya splendid
variety of navy, garnet, wine color and
black figured patternsthe best percale
manufactured regular price
"J
C
15c per yard. MILL END PRICE
ch

2000 bars of "DIAMOND C" Laundry Soap sold everywhere at 5c per bar
4
O LhUPQ X
MILL END PHI0E
TftP II IP

i UUI

Vef

Positively none to children.

f

KJ

IUI IUU

h

child-worker-

has Issued a pamphlet entitled "Postal Statistics of the United States
from 1775 to 1902." It contains much
that Is of interest, particularly as
showing the remarkable growth of the
country since the revolution, says a
Washington report.
In 17S9 there was only 75 postoffl-ceestablished, the length of the post
routes being 2,275 miles and the grosi
revenue of the department being only
$7,510. The expenditures for the same
year were $7,5GO, and of this only
were paid in salaries to postmasters.
There were in 1901, 76,594 postoffl-ceIn operation, 511, 80S miles of post
routes, 466,146,059 miles of mail service performed. The gross revenues
of the department were $111,631,193,
$115,039,607, and
the expenditures
$19,113,690 were paid as compensation
to postmasters.
From June 30,1847, to June 30, 1851.
4,603,200 postage Etamps were issued,
while in the single year 1901 4,329,273.-69stamps were used by the people
of the United States.
In 1853, the year in which stamped
envelopes were first issued, 5,000,000
were used, while In 1910 the total was
s

$1,-65- 7

For Delegate to Congress
B. S. RODEY.

s

The Raton Reporter asserts that the
city of Santa Fe cuts but little political
ice.
When you are right It isn't necessary to talk yourself to death telling
about It.

The printers of the United
xiave resolved to have nothing
"with socialism.

States
to do

Time spent In bemoaning the mis-- .
of yesterday will not insure the
success of tomorrow.

takes

7

772.839,000.

The first year's Issue of postal
Aluminum tutting for scientific Instruments is drawn so fine that 1,000 cards, 1873, numbered 31,049,000, while
In 1901, 659,614.800 were issued.
leet will weigh only a pound.
The registry system was started in
year the registered
If a few more government reserves 1855, and in that629,322.
In 1901 they
are created in New Mexico there will pieces numbered
20,814,501.
numbered
room
be little
left for stockmen.
In 1865 money orders to the amount
1901
A healthy crop of snarling political of $1,360,122 were issued, while In
to$274.D46,067.
liars are being bred in this territory the total amounted
The number of pieces of matter of
for the fall campaign. They grow with
kinds mailed increased from 500,
all
or without irrigation.
000 in 1790 to 7,424,390,329.
Gold dollars are to be

the souvenir
coins issued by the United States mint
In commemoration 0f the St. Louis

FACTS ABOUT FARMS.
The first volume of the census bu
lair to be held in 1904.
reau report on agriculture has recently
Among the facts
been published.
It may not l according to the gleaned therefrom are the following
Golden Rule but most of us feel rather
There are 5,739,657 farms in the
glad that Mr.
of the steel trust United States.
bas gone crazy and lout his health.
The number of acres comprised In
them Is 841,201,546. Iu 1850 the num
r .The largest map 14 the world la the,'I ber 9t acres in farms was Jess than
The imiiroved farm acreoronance bui vey map of England, con- Sod,6o0,0uA.
taining over li'S,"M) sheets, and cost- age or crop producing area has Ining $1,000,000 a y.ar for twenty years. creased so much faster than the national population that 42,915,891 acres
The money question has always been of improved land arc now available for
surplus production. At the same time
the principal hobby of the
party. This year is bobs up in the yield per acre, owing to Improved
the shape of insufficient campaign methods, hat greatly Increased.
The farms and farm property of the
funds.
United States are worth at a low valArchbUhop Ireland pronounces the uation $20,000,000,0110.
The annual value of the farm prodAmerican government to be the most
reasonable and
In the ucts Is $5,000,000,000.
world. This is high praise, boldly
The size of the average American
spoken and well deserved.
farm is 146.6 acres.
The average value of a farm Is
The Chicago Record Herald wants
Greenland bought so that Uncle Sam
The average value per acre Is $24.39.
can have a coaling station that would
The value of farms increased 25.6
command the approach to the North per cent in the last decade.
Pole. And the Los Angeles Times
In the north central division of the
says that the first thing we know some country the Increase was 35.3 per cent.

....

dem-crati-

c

$3,-57-

s

Mill Endsof Ginghams
3000 yds of best Amos-kea- g
Apron Ginghams; in
pink, blue, brown, green
and red check; none better made;sold everywhere
at 8c per yard.
C
MILL END PRICE... OC

the data at hand,
John H. Stlngle,
that there are at least 22.000 children
ATTORNEY-AT-LACromwell block CXXXXXDOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOO
under 16 In the cotton mills of the en- Albuquerque,
N. M.
tire south, and that 10,000 of these are
PHYSICIAN
under 12 years of age. Buch a state of
affairs Is simply damnable.
Ln. J. E. Bronson
Homeopathlo Physician,
Room 17,
Whiting Block.
A Cure for Cholera Infantum.
"Last May," says Mrs. Curtis Baker,
We make the best door and window
iH Ot
of Bookwalter, Ohio, "an Infant child screens. They are far supetlor to any
of our neighbor's was suffering from made in the east at the same price.
SHAMPOO YOUR HAIR WITH
chalera infantum. The doctor had Albuquerque Planing Mill company, A.
lven up all hopes of recovery. I took T. Telephone No. 463.
EGO TAR
a bottle of Chamberlain's
Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy to the
THOUSANDS SAVED
SHAMPOO....
house, telling them I felt sure it would
do good if used according to directSOAP
ions. In two days' time the child had
fully recovered, and Is now (nearly a
25c
CURES DANDRUFF
year since) a vigorous, healthy girl. For Consumption. Coughs, Colds
1 have
recommended this Remedy freWe also carry a full line of
end all THROAT AND LUKG TROUBLES.
quently and have never known It to
Toilet Soap at your own
fail in any single instance." For sale This wonderful medicine positively
by all druggists.
prices
cures Consumption, Coughs, Colds
o
bronchitis, Asthma, Pneumonia,
..
TO $1.00 a CAKE.. ..
..5c
JEMEZ & SULPHOri HOT SPRINGS
Hi, Fever, Pleurisy, LaOrippe.
STAGE LINE.
Carries the U. S. mall; only line with
Every bottle guaranteed
a change of stock en route; good rigs,
CO.
J. fl. O'RIELLY
horses and drivers; leaves AlbuquerNO PAY.
NO
CURE.
que every Tuesday, Thursday and SatTRIAL BOTTLES FREE.
Prescription Druggists
urday at 5 a. m. For particulars ad- DICE 59c. and $1.
dress W. L. Trimble t-- Co., agents, AlSubscribe for The Dally Citlsen.
buquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, proprieComer 2nd St. and Gold Ave.
tor, Jemez.
ClCOCOCXXXXXXCOOCXXXODCXDOCX)
County Normal Institute and Teachers'
"Diamond Ice," delivered in any
Annual Examination.
quantity and at all times during the
Notice is hereby given that In conday. Southwestern Brewery & Ice Co. formity with law. beginning on the
o
lasL Friday In August, 1902, being the
The Suit Bargain of the Season.
29th day of said month, at the court
75 dozen of the nicest Wilson Bro.'s house in Albuquerque. N. M., will be
percale and madras negligee shirts, held, every morninp, for two consecuworth $1.25 and $1.50, now on sale at tive weeks, the county normal institute
95 cents. Don't miss this opportunity. and at the same time the teachers' exSimon Stern, the railroad avenue amination every afternoon. Prof. John
Mueller will act as conductor and inclothier.
structor and lectures upon pertinent
West Railroad Avenue.
The Whitson Music company has se- subject will be also given by other
prominent
of
the
territory.
educators
cured the agency for the Cblckertng The attendance to
Institute Is made
pianos. We have received our first compulsory by lawthe
upon all desiring to
shipment.
Musicians are Invited to teach within the county.
Wm.
call and see the genuine Chickering
FRAIN K A. HUBBELL.
School Superintendent Bernalillo Coun.
piano.
ty.
o
Only a Few Left
Automatic 'phone 574
We have succeeded in disposing of
most of our summer suits, but bave
2161 South Second Street,
Alhnqnprone. V Me.
some few very desirable ones on
hand, which we offer to close at only
$7.50 per suit. They are worth seeing.
Simun Stern, the Railroad avenue
207 West Gold Avenue.
clothier.

Mill Ends of Muslins

3000 yards of

36-inc-

4

h

Bleached Muslin; in one

to 5 yard lengths; worth
up to 10c per yard. Cn
MILL END PRICE... OU

"J.H.O'Rielly&Co.

Br

Mill Ends of Calicoes
3000 yds of Fancy Figured Dark Calicoes; in
red, blue, brown; gooda
the world over would sell
off the bolt at 8c a yard : in
tengins irom l to 8
yds; Mill End price

44c

THE

.

'

.

'

Bank of Commerce

8

ALBUQUERQUE

Capital

$100,000
OFFICERS AND DIRECTOR
M. 8. OTERO, President

W. 8. 8TRICKLER, V.

P,

and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Ast. Cashier
WM. MclNTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA

J. U BALDRIDOE

A. M. BLACKWELL

W. A. MAXWELL

THIRD STREET

Meat Market

JOE RICHARDS,

writes!,

CIGARS

end soli Meals

STEAM SAUSAGE FACTORY.

ii34

EMIL KLEINWORT,

....

The Union
Market The

Have you Been those nice, stylish
dress skirts In pongee silk, white

Use Allen's

Foot-Eas-

e.

A powder to be shaken into the shoe.
Your feet feel swollen, nervous and hot
and get tired easily. If you have smart-

1902

1882

CALIFORNIA LIMITED
AND EXTOL ITS DELIGHTFULLY

LUXURIOUS APPOINTMENTS
AND THE UNEQUALLED
CUISINc OF THE
ARE PROOFS

lias changed hands and is now one
of the nicest resorts in the city. Best
of liquors served at the bar. Lager
been on draught. Patronage solicited.
LUKE WALSH,
Proprietor.

riJ

THE THOUSANDS WHO ANNUALLY TRAVEL ON THE

DINING CAR,

Corner of First Street and
Railroad Avenue.

e

and black taffeta, black peau
de Bole and allover nets, at The Economist.

Metropolitan

N. THIRD STREKf

MASONIC BUILDING.

Glaesncr,
Tailor.

OF THE

STATEMENT

.

j

''

THAT
AMERICANS

WANT
AND

GET

NTA FE

THE

BEST

S
ing feet or tight shoes, try Allen's
Foot Ease. It cools the feet and makes
walking easy. Cures swollen, sweat
Bole agents for casino and Ora brand
Ing feet, ingrowing toe nails, blisters
0.00000000.0.0000.00000
Canned Goods. Dealers in
and callous spots. Relieves corns and
O
Four big bargains in wash O
A.
bunions of all pains and gives rest and WM,
Groceries
O Roods. See display ad. Golden O
V
and
Fancy
Staple
GOETTINQ
CO, Proprietor.
comfort. Try it today. Sold by all
FIRE INSURANCE
OT Rule Dry Goods Company.
O
214 South Second street.
druggists and shoe stores for 25c.
Hillsboro Creamery Butter Best on 00O00OOO0 00OOOOOO0O
Don't accept any substitute. Tr'.al
All kinds ot Fresa Meats handled.
Secretary Mutual Bulldlnf Association
earth
package free. AddreBS Allen M.
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
Sausage making a specialty.
Office U J.
vaJOridje ' Utnber ?.- Orders solicited.
Free dellTery.
Le Rot, N. Y.

F. G.

Pratt &

Co.

E. WALKER

Olm-stea-

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN MONDAY,
GOOD

SOAKING.

Gossip of Base Ball
and Other Sports

AUGUST 18, 1902

Doctors Bills

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

Southeastern New Mexico Gets Gener.
out Rain that Make StockSeem large to you? As a
men Rejoice.
Everything Is soaking In the Capltan rule, they are not. Doctors
section of New Mexico and as a result
earn every cent they charge.
cattlemen and farmers are correspondALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
ingly happy. The drouth which had Trust them. When your doc
No Shoes, Clothing or Groceries But .Everything In the
crops
to
cut
of all kinds
threatened
Dry Goods Line.
At Cinclnnal
BASE BALL.
seriously cripple the stock tor says Aycr's Cherry Pec
2 short and
McCall Patterns. All Pattern 10 and 15 ct.
AgenU
Cincinnati
for
is well and toral Is the best thing for that
Following are the gamee played on Pittsburg
1 interests in that section
Mail Orders Solicited and Filled Same Day at Received.
truly at an end.
Saturday afternoon:
of
believe
yours,
cough
hard
Thursday
afternoon
early
an
hour
At
Three speitres that threaten baby's
American League.
At Washington-Washin- gton
Cholera infantum, dysentery, clouds began to obscure the heavens him. Coughs, colds, croup,
life.
3 diarrrhoea.
Dr. Fovrler's Extract of and by night a steady downpour of
consumption.
4 Wild Strawberry
Cleveland
never falls to con rain was falling upon the dry and bronchitis,
on
Aver's Cherry Pec
continued
rmve
which
used
parched
larke;
earth,
and
Batteries:
Carrlck
quer them.
"f
through the entire night It Is still toral In my family for eight years nnd
Moore and Bemis.
o
most wonocnui mecicine,
Badger Tennis Championship,
raining and the prospects are that the think it
At Philadelphia-Chic- ago
Milwaukee, Wis.. Aug. 18. Toe Wis country will get one of the best soak-Ing- s especially for the coughs end colds of
1
.
and even for pneumonia."
2 consin state championship tennis tourPhiladelphia
it has had in years before the children,
w.
tjrymcr, snciry, Aia.
H.
Mrs.
on
many
opened
of
nament
courts
today
the
faulllvan;
over.
Is
While
spell
and
present wet
Batteries: Griffith
J- C. AVER CO., Loeil, Mut25c., Uc.. ti e.
enClub.
Lawn
The
Tennis
county
the Milwaukee
have
"Waddell and Schreck.
portions of Lincoln
participants Include participants from Joyed local showers previous to this
At Baltimore
Will Have Exhibit at the Fair.
5 several parts of the state and the tourtime this is the first general rain that
The Gibson Development company,
.Baltimore
12 nament promises to be one of the most has fallen In that section In over six
St. Louis
hlch has extensive mining Interests
IF IN NEED OF A BLANKET OR COMFORT THIS FALL, BUY NOW AND SAVE FROM 75 CTS.
months.
In Grant county, N. M., will have an
Batteries: Shields, Hale and Rob- successful ever held in this section.
TO $2.50 A PAIR.
,
inson; Powell and Kahoe.
The present wet spell will be worth elaborate exhibit at the territorial fair,
Cured Paralysis.
county in
At Boston
part of which will be from the rich
P. O. True, Texas, thousands of dollars to the
Bally,
W.
S.
1
12X4
WHITE
BLANKETS
CO
crops and through placer mines of the company in the
7
Boston
.
r
writes: "My wife had been suffering the way of Increased
9 9K ntilu
Wr4k
1
on
the
loss
of
a
preventing
cattle
Detroit
ew possession of Porto Rico.
five years with paralysis In her arm,
11X4 GREY HEAVY UNION BLANKETS,
Batteries: Dineen and Warner; Mer-e- r when I was persuaded to use Ballard's ranges.
$1-7- 5
Itching hemorrhoids were the plague
and McGulre.
Worth $2.25, only
Snow Liniment, which cured her all
Watch for a Chill.
right. I have also used It for old sores,
of my life. Was almost wild. Doan's
STRICTLY ALL WOOL GREY BLANKETS
National League.
frost bites'! and skin eruptions. It
However slight at this time of yea' Ointment cured me quickly and perma
Worth 93.00, only
.uc, 60c and $1.00 and in this climate, it Is the forerun nently, after doctors had failed." C. F.
At St. Louis
does the work."
Pharmacy
Cosmopolitan
yawn,
;
to
disposition
at
10
A
bottles
ner
malaria.
of
Louis
St.
ALL WOOL GREY OR WHITE BLANKETS,
Cornwell, Valley street, Saugerties,
and an all tired out feeling even comes N. Y.
4 B. Ruppe.
Brooklyn
Worth up to $4.00, only
by
ltf
Herbine,
chill.
before
the
Batteries: M. O'Neil and J. ONeil;
o
Good Fight Expected.
WOOL GREY, WHITE OR RED BLANKET8,
ALL
prompt
llvei
on
the
action
stimulative
Hughes and Ahcarn.
All Were Saved.
London, Aug. 18. Bill Chester, the drives the malarial germs out of tht
Worth up to $5.00, only
At Chicago
For years 1 sunerea sum untold mi
former 12C pound champion of Eng- system, purifies the blood, tones up
3
BLANKETS,
ALL WOOL
Chicago
writes j. .
was knocked out by Tommy the system and restores health. BOc sery from bronchitis,
who
land,
6
up
to
$6.00,
only
Ga.,
Worth
Broughton,
New York
of
"that
of
Johnston,
Ruppe.
B.
Pharmacy
ago.
Cosmopolitan
years
at
Hogan, of Chicago, a few
ten I was unable to work. Then, when
Batteries: Lundgren and Kllng; Tay will meet Bob Russell in a ten round
o
NICE, FINE ALL WOOL BLANKETS, IN WHITE, GREY, TANS; BARGAIN
everything eise failed, I was wholly
lor and Bresnahan.
Cloudburst In the Magdalenat.
fight is for
tonight.
The
here,
Worth up to $7.50, only
bout
Discovery
King's
for
New
by
Dr.
cured
.Pittsburg.Wednesday
At
There was a rainstorm
500 a side and a $300 purse. The men
My
intenwire
consumption.
sunered
OUR
4
BETTER GRADES IN FINE QUALITY OF WHITE BLANKETS, WHICH SOLD UP TO
ALL
Pittsburg
are considered evenly matched and a evening on the east side of the Magda- sely from asthma, till it cured her, and
$22.50 A PAIR, REDUCED IN PROPORTION.
2
Philadelphia
of
the
north
end
near
and
the
lenas
good contest Is expected.
all our experience goes to Bhow it is
Batteries: Chesbro and Zlmnier
range that surpassed any other that the best croup medicine in the world."
Dooin.
A Physician Healed.
Fraser and
has lieen known in that locality for A trial will convince you it's unrivaled
Second game
Dr. Geo. Ewlng, a practicing physl' twenty years. The water came down for throat and lung diseases. Guar6 Ian of Smith's Grove,
Pittsburg
Trial
Ky.. for ov.
front the mountain sides in Buch vol anteed bottles BOc and $1.00.
2 thirty years, writes his personal expei-lenc- e umes as to overflow
Philadelphia
WE CARRY ONLY THE VERY BEST BRANDS IN THE MARKETS, FILLED WITH PURE, WHITE
the railroad track bottles free at all druggists.
SAT-Iwith Foley's Kidney Cure: "For for two or three miles "beyond Water
Batteries: Leever and Smith; Iberg
SANITARY COTTON AND DOWNALINE, COVERED WITH CHEESE CLOTH.SILKALINE AND
wltf
bothered
greatly
STITCHED.
years
I
AND
been
had
KNOTTED
BOTH
OR
PLAIN,
and Douglass.
WITH RUFFLES, KIMONA BORDERS
canyon station and to form a lake prob
kidney and bladder troubble and ei ably
$1.20
,.
At Cincinnati
s
of a mile across In
Good quality good size comfort, worth up ao $1.65, only
I used everygland.
prostrate
larged
Cincinnati
$1.60
lowest part of the plain further
the
up to $2, only
cover,
profession
without
worth
Silkaline
to
quality,
thing
known
the
Better
3
Boston
appearance of a lake in
The
north.
use
to
up
commenced
$2,50;
I
to
until
relief,
worth
ruffles,
with
some
Six atylea of Downalln comforts, full width and heavy weight,
Batteries: Hahn and Bergen; Pittin-ge- r Foley's Kidney Cure. After taking the midst of a plain that the day be
2- only
;
and Moran.
entirely
absoI
was
relieved
being
an
in
bottles
of
lacked
little
fore
three
I2-5Nice quality, sanitary cotton filled, worth $3.25, only
and cured. I prescribe it now dally in lutely desert condition looks like en
$3.50 and $4.00
American Association.
my practice and heartily recommend chantment. Chieftain.
Fine quality, sateen covered, knotted or eewed
At Columbus
its use to all physicians for such trou$6.50 and $7.00
...$,
Havana
Filler
only
comforts,
at
Down
jAll
4 bles. I have prescribed it in hundreds
Columbus
Acker's Blood Elixer positively cures
4 of cases with perfect success."
Milwaukee
chronic blood poisoning and all acrofu- Indianapolis-Indianapolis
At
lous affections. At all times a match
McGovern and Reid Bout,
2
system tonic purifier. Money re18. A num less
Aug.
Conn.,
Bridgeport,
1
funded if you are not satisfied. BOc
St. Paul
AND
sporting men and and
town
out
of
of
ber
WE HAVE SEVERAL LOTS OF ODD PAIRS OF CURTAINS, CONSISTING OF ONE, TWO
$1. J. H. O'Reilly & Co. and B. H
Second
THE
REGARDLE8S
Or
OUT
CLOSE
TO
to
wit
DETERMINED
pugilism
are
here
THREE PAIRS IN A LOT, WHICH WE ARE
Urlggs & Co.
2 followers of
...
twenty round go between
ness
the
PRICE.
4
St. Paul
39
Hughie McGovern and "Willie" Reid, CONDENSED TIME CARD OF THE
No 35 Nottingham Lace Curtains, were 65 cent, only
At Toledo
El Paso-Ro- ck
50
Island Route
10 which Is slated for the arena of the
onry
cent,
75
were
Toledo
Nottingham
Lace
45
No.
Curtain,
tonight. Both
17 Horizon Athletic club
90
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Kansas City
only
$1.15,
were
Curtain,
Lace
78
Nottingham
72
and
No.
youngsters have been training faith
$1-At Louisville
DAILY SERVICE
West
into East
Nottingham Lace Curtain, were $1.75, only
No. 96 and 100
8 fully and appear to have rounded
Louisville
$1.90
Kin via tun nir anrf a.15 fhr. nalra
Nottinaham Lace Curtain, were $2.50
8:00 pm Lv ..El Paso...Ar 7T30"am
5 good trim for the battle.
Minneapolis
$2.15
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8:15 pm
..Ft.
Bliss...
only
$3.00,
were
Curtain,
Lace
Nottingham
980
pair
Second game
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No.
Look Pleasant, Please.
.. Hereford .. .
6:49 am
8:41 pm
$2.50
13
.
Louisville
Photographer C. C. Harlan, of Eat 9:30 pm
No. 180 and 150 Nottingham Lace Curtain, were $3.50, only
6:00 am
Jarllla
June.
2 on, Ohio, can ao so now, xnougn ior
Minneapolis
$3.75
.Alamogordo.
4:55 am
10:55 pm
No. 330 Point d'Eprlt Curtain, were $4.75, only
years he couldn't, because be suffered 11:21 pm
.. Tularosa .. .
4:16 am
$4.75
only
$6.50,
were
Curtain,
Western League.
No. 370 Arabian Dentelle Lace
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At Milwaukee
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indigestion. All physicians and med 1:10 am
winn
BARGAIN IN PILLOW 8HAMS, MADE Or NICE quality awioa
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2:53 am
SPECIAL
11 Icines failed to help him till he tried
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$1.00
TO
FROM
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EMBROIDERY,
AND
LACE
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2:06 am
RUFFLES
2:06 am
CAMBRIC
WITH
AND FINE
2 Electric Bitters, which worked such
Denver
THE FORMER PRICE.
.. Tecolote ...
1:48 am
2:29 am
WE SELL THEM FROM 60 CENTS TO $2.50, EXACTLY AT
. . Corona . . .
1:05 am
Batteries: McPherson and Lucia; wonders for him that he declares they 3:13 am
12:43 am
. Torrance . .
are a godsend to sufferers from dys 3:29 am
Moskimon and McConnell.
. . Marino . . .
12:10am
pepsla and stomach troubles. Unrivaled 3:67 am
At Peoria
10:26 pm
. . Pastura ...
5:15 am
3 for diseases of the stomach, liver and
Peoria
. to
up and give new 6:05 am Ar. .Santa Rosa..
9:30 pm
1 kidneys, they build
piece good quality, only
About thirty-fivColorado Springs
to the whole system. Try them
7:30 am " . .Santa Rosa..Ar 10:15 pm
.7'ac
only
Batteries: Schafstall and Wilson; life
125
piece bett quality,
About
Only 50c. Guaranteed by all druggist
9:27 am " .. Tucumcarl ..Lv 8:07 pm
Foreman and Baerwald,
Topeka ..." 12:50 am
4:55 am
THE ECONOMIST
Coast Meeting Opens.
At Kansas City-Ka- nsas
6:55 am Ar. .Kansas City.. " 10:45 pm
THE ECONOMIST
THE ECONOMIST
. ... .4
Seattle, Wash., Aug. 18. Rfteing 10:10 pm " ... Chicago ..." 8:15 am
City
5 commenced In Seattle today under conOmaha
CAPITAN BRANCH.
Batteries: Gibson and Messitt; Allo- - ditions highly auspicious. There will 7:0ft am Lv.. Carrizozo . . Ar 7:00 pm
SUMMER IS HARD
way, Owen and Gonding.
be four principal
stake attractions
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ens the mucous membrane.
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.
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Milwaukee
& Co. and J. H. O Rielly & Co.
That' a good place to spend the lummer.
At Toledo
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Toledo
Tne Prevailing Fad.
Averue,
212 W. Railroad
Cool and delightful. The geysers, the colored pool, and
For the occult, the rt.ythlcal and iue
Kansas City
O
astrological, has inspired a clever deSecond game
thelerrace building fountain make the park a real wonder
finest line of Liquors and Cigars
signer to utilize the idea by producing AllThe
invitToledo
cordially
patrons
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"The Iceberg." Lunch Is
Kansas City
land.
designs for birthday pillows. Zodiacal ed to visit
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And it's hard
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persmatter. What with
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Louisville
top and buck, 65 cents, at the Econo
do it to perfection. Semi us your
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game
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Blankets, Comforters
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Lot
Lot 2
Lot 3
Lot 4
Lot 5
Lot 6

JJ

$2,40
$3.25

$3.75
$4.50

TAN-GRE-

$5.75

Lot 7

COMFORTERS

Good enougti
for anybody!
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Notes from Correspondents
LAS VEGAS ITEN!3.

Several Section

Struck by
Paragraphs.

Men

Train-pers-

onal

Special
Las Vepas, N. M.. Aug. 16 The mar-rlag- a
of MIbs May Sieadman to Hugh
Htckcrnon vas solemnjsed Sunday
nlRht at the home of thfc bride at 7
c'clock nt 71? Railroad avenue. Rer-J- .
.

put out the tide. Las Vegas came to
the bat and knocked her out for two
bases and two rtfhs were brought In.
Centrals made a double play In this in-

ning.
The second Inning neither side Rnt
to first base.
A few well placed h!t3 in the third
and several errors gave Santa Fe two
runs. For Vegas Nygren made a hit
11. Hourne offljeiatcd.
for two bags and brought In Mo ran.
Hanson returned SaturMiss
Santa Fe did not get a base next inday evening from her visit with her ning, whilo Vcsas got in two runs by
Toother at Wagrn Mound.
errors.
The ballast frnns of the Santa Fe
In the first half of the fifth, Parsons
pay
day for the Centrals, landed nor out for
celebrated a Saturday night
Ivr all renins drunk. It was a hilar two bases, and the CentraU got no
ious crowd, but no one ha3 been killed runs. Gross, for Las Vegas, get a
to date.
catch over third.. Vegas then
John McLarca died at 4 o'clock Sat- brought In one run at Its turn of padurday morning at the Ladies' home. dle in the fifth by Gross lining her out
The deceased came' here about four for a home run.
'weeks aso to reel; relltf fftm conSanta Fe failed to score In the first
sumption, and stopped at'4014 Ttail- - nelf of
rivfi tnd Vegas did th
Toad av;nuP. '"'" I"? ?'.? Jf moved )t j ?ar.:? at her tu.Bi
...
:
the hoa:i. H2 cans in in St. Louis aa i
Pat'EOns, In lf! field for Santa Fe,
little 13 known about him, except that made a sensational catch in the sevhe was drawing a sicK bsndOt frcm a enth Inning and . did good work
Louis lodge.
St.
throughout the game.
1
The ball team will go over to Santa
In the eighth' Inning Santa Fe get
Anton-itFe for a Saturday's game with
nothing, while Vegas took four through
next week. The Santa Fe club will sozno fine. hitting. nod a bad fumble by
play Friday and Sunday and bur toy's" Santa Fe. Santa Fe then made one
Two
will play Saturday's game.
tun through an error In the ninth,
weeks from Sunday an effort will be making their score tt to La? Vegas'
root-era
made to get a couple of hundred
11, Vegas not taking her tu.n at bat
to go over to Santa Fe with the
' Las Vegas club and defeat Martin's In the laft half of the ninth.
FlaThe pitchers' records were:
pets.
herty, for Santa Fe, one strike put,
As train No. 7 wa3 rounding a curve two bases on balls an.l tea hits.
bout two miles this filde of Trinidad Rhodes struck out ten men, gave three
Friday afternoon It struck one of tha bases on balls and had eight hits made
Mexican section men working thare off him. The total errors were; Santa
and severely Injured him. The engin- Fe five, Vegas four. Time of game,
eer blew the whistle,, but the fellow ono hour and forty-fivminuteB.
was too slow In getting off the track.
A large crowd was in attendance
was
Sanchez.
name
Crui
The man's
and the enthusiasm was high.
and he had been In Trinidad only n
few days. His home is in San Felipe,
His Sight Threatened.
Vexico. He was brought here and takpicnicking last month ray 11
"While
en to the hospital in a very serious year old boy was poisonea oy some
was
man
unconscious weed or plant, says w. 11. DiDuio, or.
condition. The
when taken off here, and died at the Sioux City, Iowa. "He rubbed the poiliospital a short time after his arrival. son oft his hands into his eyes and for
were afraid he would lose
His hack was broken by" the engine, a while we Finally
sight.
a nelghhor recom
and there were no hopes of saving his
De Witt s Witch Hazel salvo.
. lila life: Relatives in Mexico have mended
The first application helped him and In
been notified of his death.
a few days he was as well as' ever."
Mrs. Woodruff and her two daugh For skin disease, cuts, burns, scalds,
Angeles,
where
Los
today
for
ters left
wounds, Insect bites, De Witt's Witch
they will remain a year for the benefit Hazel Salve is sure cure. , Relieves
of the young lady's health, the alti plies at once. Beware of counterfeits.
tude In Las Vegas being too great for B. H. Briggs & Co. anu J. H. U'Kieu7
llr-rtii-
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fears for his recovery are entertiinel.
Trotter and Wilson both came horn
fiom Cripple Crrek, Ctlo., six or eight
months ago. They took a lease on tlie
Old Timer Mine, but for some reason
were not successful and later took a
contract for sinking on- tha property
where they were Injured, and were n:
work about two hundred feet underground at tha time of the accident.
The Hazktou group Is owned by the
Argo Mining company, which Is composed of Milwaukee men and la under
tuo lacal management of L. P. Sugar.
It la on this propei ty that the sensa-tonn- l
find of gold was made about six
wet'k3 ar.
Went ts Visit His Sister.

A dose of

the

CLASSIFIED ADS.

Hittcjs before

will
ap- -

meal

;

sharpen the
Note
All classified advertisements
prtlte. tone up or rather "liners," one cent a word for
stomach each insertion. Minimum charge for
t h e
and aid (litres- - any classified advertisements, 16 cents.
lion.
When in order to Insure proper classification
tiiken rcLMilnr all "liners" should be left at this ofly will iHwitivc-l- v fice not later than 3 o'clock p. m.
cure
Headache,
Indigestion,

FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
bath. Enquire No. 613 West Fruit
avenue.
FOR RENT 7 room house, 208 North
Arno. Wm. Kleke.
FOR RENT Two or three furniphed
rooms for house keeping. 213 South
Third street.
FOR RENT Furnished room in private family, with bath. 616
Second street
FOR RENT Large furnished rooms
over the postofiice, $10 a month.

lyspepsia,
t enstipatien

Malaria,
A trial

0. W.

and

willeon-couvine-

e

you.

STRONG & SONS,

FUNERAL DIRECTORS.

Marble and Granite Monuments

FOR RENT.

flatulency,

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

A. J. Cottlngham went to Washing

AUGUST7 18 1902

Local Undertakers Santa Fe Pacific Railroad.
Both

Phones In Our Office

Second Street,

201 211 North

ONLY YOUNG STOCK.

ton County, Atk., to see his sister and
,
Is selected. That's why our meat I
George p. Giles and wife, of
while there was tiken with flux (dysArizona, are In the city today.
entery) and waa very bad off. He
so tender and Juicy. We sell the
decided to try Chamberlain's Colic,
Hon. W. H. Whlteman. adjutant genchoicest cuts, and, despite trusts and
Cnolera and Diarrhoea Remedy and eral of the territory. Is in t.ie city tocombinations in the trade, our prices
was so much pleased with the prompt day.
cure which it effected, that he wrote
are always low. You get the full"
Mr?. J. L. Overton, wife of Captaiu
FOR 8ALE.
the manufactures a letter in praise of
value for your money here every
Ovj'ton, Is here from Fort Grant, Aritheir medicine. Mr. Cottingham
time. Prime rib Toasts, mutton, lamb,
at Lcckland, Ark. This remedy zona.
Pony
team,
FOR SALE
harness,
is fcr f?!e by r.U ru?g!,;tc.
wagon,
saddle,
chickens,
etc., lower than elsewhere.
and
veal,
school
public
The
of
the
Janitois
t
o
two Iron beds. Inquire 803 We6t
lailldlngs are getting things in shipQuality. Reliability.
Stopped the Heathen.
Tijeias avenue.
shape order fcr the September openVce Yot and Yee Que, two almond-eyeing.
FOR
SALE A bargain, $250 for a
cclrstla's who were bound for
mountain home, consisting of nearly
David Wejller and Robert Kuhns,
Alr.mogort'.o last night, were Btopr'ed
aji acre and a half of ground; 72 fruit
by the Chinese Inspector, who demand-- ; who enjoyed a fine vacation in south
trees; good aoobe house, furnished,
ed their presence today at t.e custom cm California, have returned to the
Inside measurement 13x24 feet; tent
house.. The ceitiflcates presented by city
14x16; good poultry yard and hen WE POINT WITH PRIDE......
the cclt'ab "didn't look good to
Will Smith, who lives on the Foutrh
coop; chickens and chicks about 75 to our designs in bedro6in, parlor and
ntm," eo ho ordevrd thcr.i to put off 'street boulevard, just beyond the city
But designs,
f or particulars address L. 11. care dining room. furniture.
taeiv Journey until "manyana. Today limits. Is slowly recovering from a se
Postmaster Placltas, via Bernalillo, exquisite as they may be, are not the
they will hao an opportunity to ex- vere attach of pneumonia.
only requisite in good furniture. We
New Mexico.
(lain. They loth speak pood 'ChiMrs. I.. D. Bartlctt and daughter.
claim
for our stock seasoned materials
very
emphat
wera
nese" English, nrd
..7 .n Miss Mabel, who were here visiting FOR SALE Well paying confection thorough workmanship and more than
r
ery
store in good location. Party
years old friends; left last night for their
ic about having lived twenty-fouHow
does this
leaving town. AddreES Y. Z Citi moderate prices.
In the United States.
7
home in San Bernardino.
strike you as to figures $1.50 and up
zen office.
Oncsftid: "Gee klls! what for iv.e
Roy Green, a well known young FOR SALEr-- A forty acre ranch near for a cane scat rocker.
no hab 'tlficate. Me lib In United States
See our metal construction couches,
gentleman of Golden, is in the terri-tcria- l
.nil ,,tx ,1 .
anima in rVnlf iraoa art A
a
twenty-flyear. Mo lib 'flilseo,
on business. He
metropolis
today
and ornamenta' full size, only 15.00.
an' New Mlexieo. Lib EI Paso will return north tonight.
trees: eood nurft water from & slxtv
heap long time. Inspector he no say
foot well; good adobe residence and
P.n
ago
years
D.
S.
few
McCurdy,
a
who
good.
He no say good. Just
'tlficate no
rUUcllC PiirmtllPO
rulllllUIC
outhouses. For Darticulara inaulre
was
employed
railroad
In
local
the
say come custom house tomollow.
.
at The Citizen office.
West End Viaduct
.... r r
shops. Is now in Salt Lake City, specDam!" Deming Headlight.
Cor. Second Street and Gold .'.vsnue
FOR
SALE
Several
homes
beariuul
ial agent for the Tribune.
and city lots. These are bargains
Henry L. Shattuck ol Shellsburg,
There is on exhibition at the store
and must he seen to te appreciated.
ODOOOCOOCOOCXDCxDOCXX)
No trouble to show property.
Iowa, was cured of a stomach trouble of O. A. Matson & Co. three large apSee
McQuade.
W.
Jno.
with which he had beeu afflicted for ples. They came from the orchard at
years, by four boxes of Chamberlain's Camp Whitcomb and are dandles.
FOR SALE Several hundreds pounds
Stomach and Liver Tablets. He had
of bran new brevier and small pica;
previously tried many other remedies
"Diamond Ice."
good type stands, tables, etc. In fact
DRUGGIST
and a number of physicians without
a country newspaper outfit furnishby
druggists.
all
relief. For sale
Uncertainty of Base Ball.
ed. Inquire or address The Citizen.
o
It Is the uncertainty of base ball FOR SALE Several hundred pounds
fedro Sarracino Dead.
A correspondent writing to the So- that makes It so fascinating to the
of old papers, good for wrapping
corro Chieftain from Reserve, Augu. : American people. When a game is
purposes, cheap. Address, The Clti
in
although
a
seems
to
started,
have
team
10, says:
sen, Albuquerque, N. M.
"Last evening at about 6 o'clock, a veritable cinch, it is not generally FOFv SALE Old papers, 25 cents per
Pedro Sarracino, a prominent citizen, the case. Take for instance the three
hundred, at the Citizen office.
died very suddenly at his home near leading teams of New Mexico Santa
Sc. Co.
Vegas
In
Albuquerque.
Fe,
Las
and
"Frisco. He had been ailing for some
o
WANTED.
o
time but his ailment was not consid- the opening game of the season beThe Bernalillo Feast.
tween
Albuquerque
Fe
and
the
Santa
supper
eating
he
ered serious. While
WANTED A girl to do general house
Special Correspondence.
formor were easy victors. A return
work In a small family.
Address, OCOOCOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOC COOCOCCOCOCCXXXXICOOCOCCiCOCJ
Bernalillo, Aug. 16. Last Saturday. complained of nausea and began to game
was played and Santa Fe turned
postofiice box 177, city.
He
August 9 and Sunday, August 10, were vomit, some blood appearing,
BrownB.
on
tne
Then
the
the
tables
great days for the Mexican people of seemed to realize that the hand of Browns
werit over to Las Vegas and WANTED Two pattern makers, to go
places. death was upon him, bade his wife and
Bernalillo and surrounding
to liishee, Ariz. Apply to 410 West
defeated
that team with tuch ridicuSaturday evening the patron saint. daughter good bye, and In a few moLead avenue.
lous ease that the game was almost a
San Lorenzo was borne to the home ments passed away. Deceased was 54 farce. A few
days later Lamar played WANTED A cook for a club of
age.
years
had
'He
possession
was
of
Pajarito
man
in
at
whose
born
it
of the
same Las Vegas team and the lattwelve. Inquire of government Inbeen for a year. Before this the wor- in Bernalillo county, and was a grand the
easy ' vlcors. Lamar then
ter
dian school by telephone.
17WW7TEJ Kmu
shipers danced the matechines dressed son of Governor Sarracino, who was camewere
7ffTZX7r
to Albuquerque and took three
In Indian fashion. They went from one of the last of the governors under
prove
asser- - WAN'i ED Two patt3rn makers, to go
And
to
straight.
the
then
bonfire to bonfire kindled about town Mexican rule."
to Bisbee, Arizona. Apply to 410
Ion that no team has a cinch Santa Fe
and many had little tables from which
Wett Railroad avenue.
Vegas
to
were
went
and
Las
yesterday
Consumption Threatened.
various things were sold. Sunday was
Now the question
easily defeated.
To rent small furnished
indeed a great festival day. The mate-chin'I waa troubled with a hacking arises, which team is the champions cf WANTED
house or furnished rooms for housedanced again in holiday attire cough for a year and I thought I had
the territory?
keeping; no children or invalids;
The Mexican people held open house consumption," says C. Unger, 211
111.
reference exchanged. Address, E. J.
Maple
Champaign,
St.,
a
"I
tried
and many were gratuitiously feasted
will
Foley's Kidney Cure
cure all
great many remedies and I was under
Barnum, care Citizen.
that day in a hospitable way. Trul. the
care of physicians for several diseases arising from disordered kidAugust 10 was well remembered by
At once a girl for general
WANTED
neys
or bladder.
one bottle of Foley's
months. I
all the Mexican people. Bernalillo was Honey and used
good wages, no children,
housework;
I
me,
It
Tar.
cured
and
"DIAMOND ICE."
crowded with visitors, many of whom have not been troubled since."
at 519 West Tijeras avenue.
o
bad to stand up on their return home
o
WANTED Woman to do housework.
HYDE EXPLORING EXPEDITION.
Since your correspondent's residence
Free Lunch.
Good wages; no small children. EnTo ail those with whom the Hyde
In Bernalillo she, has never seen such
10
Call at the Cabinet saloon alout
Exploring Expedition has had commerquire Citizen office.
depot.
Bernalillo
a crowd at
a. m. and get a hot free lunch.
cial correspondence, and to all whom
WANTED A few domestics and cooks
o
it may concern:
It Needs a Tonic.
for private families. W. B. Oilman.
Barber Shop Notice.
Take notice that the business (in
If you want to get a good clean shave cluding any and all partnership) here WANTED At once, a
There are times when your liver
number of
Glassware
needs a tonic. Don't get purgatives or a first class hair cut, call in at 110 tofore conducted under the name The
Crcckery, Ranges.
bridge carpenters to work on the
Hyde Exploring Expedition," in New
that eripe and weaken. De Witt's Lit- South Second street.
Fe
Central
railroad.
Apply
Santa
Mexico and elsewhere, has been dis
tle Early Risers expel all poison from
C. S. COLBY, Proprietor.
at company's general office, Santa
solved, the said business and all Its
the syst m and acts as tonic to the livFe, or to August Reingardt. Kenneo
assets being now the sole property of
er. W. Scott, C21 Highland avenue,
dy, N. M., via Gallsteo.
Notice.
the undersigned, Benjamin T. B. Hyde,
Milton, Pa., says: "I have carried De
Witt's Little Early Risers with me for To whom It may concern: All per- - and all business connection, whether WANTED Gents' good second hand
clothing, shoes and hats, 615 South
several years and would not tie without sons are hereby notified not to sell by way of partnership, agency, or oth
First street. Call or address It. J.
them." Small and easy to take. Purely goods, wares or merchandise to my erwise, between the undersigned, or
(PNEUMATIC!
any
two
more
of
or
has
them,
been
Sweeney.
vegetable. They never gripe or dis- wife, Mrs. J. M. Ortega, on my account,
by
consent.
mutual
tress. B. H. Briggs & Co. and J. H. as I will not be responsible for same ended
By special agreement, Richard Weth- - WANTED Five young men from BerO'Rielly & Co.
nalillo county at once to prepare for
from this date.
erili has specific authority, as agent,
vWHALEBONE ROflDWflGON
o
positions in the government service.
s
J. M. ORTEGA.
to collect certain specified
THE MINE ACCIDENT.
Apply to Inter-StatCorres. Inst,
Albuquerque, August 18, 1902.
now on the Putnam books, as
Cedar Rapids, la.
may appear by writing in his possesHow the Two Miners Were Injured in
forget
by
we
Don't
superior
undersigned,
Benjaa
signed
serve
that
sion
the
the Hazleton Mine.
quality of ice cream. A trial will con min T. B. Hyde.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Special Correspondence.
Benjamin T. B. Hyde and Frederick
Cerrlllos, N. M.. August 16. Picking vince the most fastidious. Anthony E. Hyde. Jr.. will organize a corpora$20 STARTS YOU in business:
Week
out a missed shot was the cause of a Xydias, opposite the postofiice.
tion under the name "The Hyde Exending July 5, $20 made $UC; week
o
defrightful accident which occurred ou
more
of
ploring
Expedition,"
which
Ice
Our
cream cannot be excelled.
ending July 12, $20 made $116; week
one of the properties of the Hazleton try it once. Anthony Xydias, oppo tailed notice will be given hereafter.
ending July 19, $20 made $G2; week
FKEDERICK E. HYDE, JR.,
group of mines, about a mile from San site postofiice.
ending July 26, $20 made $176; week
BENJAMIN T. B. HYDE,
Pedro, yesterday afternoon about 4:30
RICHARD WETHERILL.
ending August 2, $20 made-- $91;
o'clock.
Foley's Kidney Cure is a medicine
July 12th, 1902.
week ending August 9. $20 made
E. J. Trotter aud Frank Wilson were free from poisons and will cure any
$130; week ending August 16, $20
at work in a shaft taking out a shot ease of kidney disease that Is not be
made $169. It gives you a weekly inthat had missed fire the day before, yond the reach of medicine..
o
come.
Patrons clear $10 to $200
when the charge exploded aud Trotter,
Think of buying outing flannels, the
311 South First street.
each week. Our system perfect and
who was working over the hole, re- regular 1214 eent kind at 6
yard
a
no risk. We are the oldest firm In
FRANK
ceived its full force and such injuries Lion Store.
the business, belug in the racing
were Infliced as to make hiB recovery a
business for ten years. Write at
"DIAMOND ICE."
The best of liquors served to patmatter of grave doubt. His left arm
once for particulars, etc. Metropoliwas fearfully shattered and torn, so
rons
of the bar.
Special in outing flannel at 6 cents
tan Turf Bureau, 935 Market street,
ImvttM renraJl favor
that it had to be amputated just below
li tui pri-l-i ir lo onluiiiry vehicle in every iiKMrty..i at
Nice large rooms, everything bran
room 14, San Francisco, Cal.
ut Muhtttty. ArMtmrnti nunH
tlu ir iitaxhuiint
'ueuniiti'
74 cents a yard, at The Econo
the elbow Joint; the bones of the and
vxjK.'rieucd nuu our
tlietu are uitufraltinu to thtie w hn luvu
purposes.
new,
lodging
upstairs
mist.
for
cue, ami not Uh i he
'a
CASH PAID for distributing samples.
k (ml.
right hand was fractured in two
We've alwa luillt with lite alfioliite l.uslie.s polh y, ulit li hrt. rfUre.
Send stamp. American Distributer,
or three places, and right eye was
itariiin riiKt; mul imve yet t liae one r mht hmjihim i;m4i
a1
Attend special sale of ladies' shirt
Kansas
City,
Mo.
o
flying
rock
by
that waist, ladies' wabfTsklrts, and parasols
burned and cut
J.
the sight Is totally destroyed, while at The Economist.
a
Doriei IS
the left eye was blown out entirely,
o
lie was otherwise badly burned and
There Will Be a Hot Time.
HOTEL CLAIRE...
cut about the legs and body.
At our store next Monday. Everybody
OOCOOOCOOOOOCODOOC
severe
so
Wilson's Injuries are not
SANTA FE, N. M.
will try to get some thirty-siInch
He was cut by flying rock about the Sea Island percales at 7 cents yard. On
WEST RAILROAD AVENUE,
face and his eyes were burned, but no sale Monday and Tuesday. Lion Store. 20
FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
ABUQUt'RSUE. II. M.
o
LIGHTED, STEAM HEATED,
Used In the Medical Department of tha
With a few bottles of our celebrated
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
UniUd
States Army and Navy 6vlee,
"Pilsener" beer, and a nice large piece
FOR
FAMILY
USE,
BATHS AND
SANITARY
of "Diamond Ice," In your refrigerator.
recognized as tha purest' stimulant in
CONVALESCENTS
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
AND INVALIDS.
DYSPEPSIA TABLETS you can enjoy life these warm days.
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
Recommended by th bet
LARGE
ROOM
SAMPLE
Try It. Southwestern Brewery. & Ice
Successor to Balling Bros.
I. authority in tha tend.
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
ti&a
cure dyspepsia and all disordersny aris
pny. Co.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
ing from indigestion. Endorsed
Wedding : Oake : a : Specialty
iclans every where. Sold by all drug.
PLAN.
apron
we
y
Those
ginghams
od
are
sell
eiats. No cure, no pay. 25 cents. Trial
E. ELLIS,
GEO.
package free by writing to Vv. H. Hook- ing at 5 cents per yard are the best.
I lgi OB DKAJLKBS
WHOLtlAir
we
We desire patronage, and
. St.
G ILLll',
er Co.. Buffalo. N. Y. J. H. O'Rielly On sale at our Mill End sale. Lion
Proprietor and Owner.
baking.
guarantee flrat-claa- s
stor- :
ft CO., and B. H. Briggs ft Co.
207 ft. First street, Albuquerque, N. M
COOCOOOOCOOCOCOCOOOOOCOCOCXXXXXXXXXXXDOCXDCO
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Wm. Farr,

Ali-zon-

o

Fiifina

e

3er.

Oscar Louis Fisher, president of the

was
iere short time last evening on his
way to Silver City. He will return on
Tuesday and occupy the pulpit of one
t the local churches. '
Pablo Jaramillo and Misses Estella
and Ella Bernhard left Saturday for a
onple of weeks' trip to "Mora and
Santa Fe. Felipe Baca Is holding
down Mr. Jaramillo's place as deputy
probate clerk during his absence.
D. 8. Rosenwald. of Albuquerque, returned Friday evening to Las Vegas
from his business trip to Mora.
Bud Sloan returned to his home in
St. Louis on Saturday afternoon, after
m sojourn of several months for his
Stealth.
John Bruno, who had been Very low
from the result of an operation for
appendicitis, is convalescing nicely,
Louis Hfeld came down from Trout
Springs Saturday evening and went on
to Albuquerque. Mrs. Ufeld remain

Fort Worth, Texas, university
'

'

B. C. PitUnger and wife and Charles
Stevenson are In the mountains for a
couple of days' rusticating in the
woods.
Mrs. Fannie Stern and Miss Nellie
returned Saturday afternoon from
their visit In St. Louis. Mss Cora will
return later
The farmers above Mora in the
small canyons where there is a fair
system of Irrigation, report a splen
did crop of oats, barley and potatoes
this year.
The electric car construction crew ts
working on the springs track filling in
K&ps with poles.
Mrs. D. T. Mervine and family, of
Kansas Ciy, passed through here Fri
day evening en route to a point above
Santa Fe, where they .will go Into
camp. Mrs. Mervine is the wife of the
superintendent of the Wells-Fargcompany at Kansas City and will stop
tiere for some time on her return.
Miguel Romero, a prominent sheep
man of Leon, is here today seeing
friends and talking a little business

on the

.

side.

Porfirio Gonzales, a brother of Patricio Gonzales, of this city, arrived
Saturday from El Paso for a week's
visit with his brother.
Rt Rev. J. 13. Pltaval returned to
Santa Fe Saturday afternoon, with a
number of the visiting prlesta from the
other parts of the territory.-- "
Chas. Chandler and wife left on No.
8 Friday night for a visit at Cleveland,
Ohio.
,i.SaJ

"I had diabetes in its worst form."
Marlon Lee, of Dunreath, Ind.
writes
-- I
tried eight physicians without re- r
lief. Only three bottles of Foley's
Kld-nej-

Cure made me a well man."
o

VICTORY

FOR

VEGAS.

The Team from Santa Ft Defeated at

Las Vegas Yesterday.
Special Correspondence.
,
Las Vegas, Aug. 17. The Santa Fe
Centrals went down before the Vegas
"tall team this afternoon by the score
of 11 to 6. It was one of the hardest
as well as the best games of the season. The battery for Santa Fe was
Flaherty, of Vegas, and Parsons.
Xhodes and Moraa did star work for
Las Vegas. First inning, Levin, left
leld. captured two flies, and another

.

GEORGE B. WILLIAMS,
117 West Railroad Avenue.

Twenty years experience prescription trade.
Refer to Albuquerque physicians generally.
Auto. 'Phone 458

1

Colorado 'Phone 63

,
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HOUSE FURNISHINGS

Furniture,

Stives,

Borradaile & Co.

THE BAILEY

book-account-

e

THE ARCADE

i

A. SKINNER

Ka)0ooaK0 J. Korber

Staple and

Fancy Groceries

ACKER'S

t

&

Co.,:gg

THE OLD GOVERNMENT WHISKEY

PIONEER BAKERY

.-

.

--

frill

ocooooooo

aclvty
MORELLO BROS.,

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY C1T1ZKN MONDAY
A FINE

Albuquerque Hardware Company

Cutlery, Guns and Ammunition.
HERDERS

niNERS

TV!
rpT7
1
1 HIM TC

J

WALL
WEDGE

AND WAGON COVERS.
AGENTS FOR SAVAGE RIFLES AND CARBINES.
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

i

ALBUQUERQUE

Planing flill Co.,

BEAR CANYON.

MANUFACTURERS OF

A Crowd

Sssft, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
Office ana Store Fixtures.

$

Wood Turning and Mill Work of All Kind
Mail Order Solicited.

to Order.

403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

ooooooosooco oo? oooooooo
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DECORATIVE
EFFECT

fetJ'

a most Important factor m the
Jewelry worn, and best results are
obtained from artistic designs and
tasteful settings. Our rings, brooch
es, pins, etc, are of that high art
and quality found only In jewelry of
..
the finest make. .
I

.

T. Y. MAYNARD,
JEWELER.
Watch Inspector A., T.
and S. F. P. Railroads.

& S.

F.

M. BERGER
5 idigh Grade Flour and Candies
.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN

j

If you purchase a Chlckerlng piano
of the Whttson Music company you
the most dreaded and deadly of .vll dis- need not hesitate to tell your friends
eases, as well as pneumonia, and all you have a genuine Chlckerlng. Eslung troubles are relieved at once and tablished In Boston, Mass., In 1823.
cured by Acker English Remedy 'the
o
king of all cough cures." Cures coughs
25
MADAME
day
a
PHIUPPS.
cents. Your
and colds In
money back If dissatisfied. Write for
H.
W.
sample.
Hooker & Co.,
free
Buffalo N. Y. J. H. ORlelly ft Co., and
&
Co.
Briggs
B. II,

ALBERT

and attempted to bite him. Her relatives will e notified of her condition.
Denver Times.

x'

of City Folks Enjoy an Outing in the Mountain.

fe
)

g

,

Headquarter for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtain, Blanket

anal

House Furnishing Good.

I

.

New York Metal.
New York, Aug. IS. Lead Quiet;
I4.12H. Copper fl7.?(i18.82i4.

A New
No. 216 South Seeor.d Street.

Is closing out her hair dretsInK and
Quick Relief for Asthma Sufferers.
manicuring parlors.
Switches, wigs
Honey and Tar affords Im Otlil
1.
nal
ii a,
i tv u i r? , .iraii40 a
nuur nail
mediate relief to asthma sufferers In uva i fMantra
great
be
a
will
tonics
all
at
sold
sacri
if
stage
in
worst
and
taken
time
the
fice.
Alvarado
will effect a cure.
FoIey'B

tnM

tiAn-ilnr-

Police Court.
Judge Crawford's court turned a few
dollars Into the city's treasury this
morning.
The usual Saturday nifcht and Sun
day drunks were In evidence.
William Anderson, charged with dis
turbing the peace of Mrs. Felie Chavez,
paid $10.
John "Doe" and Jim "Crow," paid $5
each for being drunk and disorderly.
Fred Wilson, drunk, was assessed $5.
Several dog tax dodgers were to
have had a hearing this morning, but
as City Attorney Stinglo could not be
found, their cases were postponed un
til tomorrow morning.

Quite a large number of Albuquer-quean- s
about forty drove out to
Bear canyon eariy yesterday morning
nnd spent a quiet and pleasant day
in the mountains. Private picnic parties were scattered along the canyon
from the mouth to the Whitney camp,
at the upper end of the canyon.
Among those who drove to the head
of the canyon and spread their dinners
were William Farr and family, George
Foley Kidney Cure.
Flail, James Manahan, Mr. and Mrs.
Will cure bright' disease.
Danielson, Mrs. W. F. Cobert, Miss
Will cure diabetes.
Larson. Miss Alice Rutherford, Geo.
Will cure stone in bladder.
Rutherford, Messrs. White and Pim-pelWill cure kidney and bladder
F. F..Hoaglln and wife, F. E. eases.
...
O"- -Hoaglin and M. M. Dutcher and wife.
Knight of Pythla.
Trimble's "Explorer" carried out a JolMineral Lodge, No. 4,
ly crowd consisting of Mesdames Ed- Knight
of Pythias All
ard Corson, Bullard and Hunt, Miss
member are requested to
Bell, Messrs. E. A. Hunt, Harry Bul
be present at their Castle
lard, Edward CorEon. Duncan Bell, T.
Hall on Gold avenue at 8
Morrin and C. E. Burg. They arriv
o'clock tonight Visitors
ed at the canyon at about 10 o'clock.
rove up to the tecond Bprlng and took welcomed.
W. F. SWITZER, C. C.
possession of the conical lodge of pine
D. E. PHILLIPS, K. of R. ft S.
imbs.
Everybody was well pleased with
THERE IS NO DEATH.
the outing and the ride home by moonlight was one of the features which There Is no death! the stars go down
To rise upon some other shore.
was thoroughly enjoyed.
And bright In heaven's jeweled crown
WYSONG-NICHOLSOThey shine forever more.

NY

ON

NON-TI-

BERED, SURVEYED PUBLIC LAND
IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, ARIZONA

OR NEW MEXICO, IN ANY
SIZED "l RACTS FROM 40 ACRES UPWARDS.
PAPERS READY FOR IM
MEDIATE LOCATION,
SENT TO
ANY BANK CO. D. PRICE REDUCED.
F. A. HYDE, 415 MONT- GOMERY STREET, 8AN FRANCISCO, CAL.

'
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selected sotck Is sure to be admired

William Wysong and Miss Carrie Nic.i There Is no death! the forest leaves
Convert to life the viewless air;
olson Married.
Saturday night at the home of Chas. The rocks disorganized to feed
USED IN ALL FAMILIES.
The hungry moss they bear.
L. Nicholson. 115 South Arno street,
occurred a pretty wedding, the princi
OUTSIDE ORDERS SOLICITED
pals of which were William Wysong There Is no death! the dust we tread
ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX. 5 and Miss Carrie Nicholson. Rev. Mark
Shall change beneath the summer
2 213 WEST RAILROAD AVE
showers,
,,
Hodgson performed the marriage cere,
mony.
To golden grain, or me.llow fruit.
Of rainbow, tinted flowers.
Both young people are from Indiana.
CCrOCCOOCOOOaX)00C
The bride came to Albuquerque in
July and has since made her home There is no death! the leaves may fall.
The Cowers may fade and pass
with her brother, who is principal of
away
the Second ward public school and
QUIOKEL & BOTfciE, Proprietors .
lives on South Arno street, where the They only wait through wintry hours
wedding occurred.
The warm, sweet breath of May.
The groom arrived In the city Thurs
day.- - He is an enterprising, promising There is no death! the choicest gifts
young man, and is to be congratulated
That heaven hath kindly lent toearf.1
The newly married couple expect tc Are ever first to seek again
The country of their birth.
reside in Albuquerque.
FINEST WHISKIES. IMPORTED & DOMESTIC WINES & COGNAC
Those present at the ceremony were
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Moore. Mr. and And all things that for growth or JoyThe Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
or
Norman
care.
our
Morning,
Mrs.
worthy
of
love
W.
Are
Mrs.
J.
t ana Best Imported and Domestio Cigara
Misses Lillian and Verna Norman, Et Whose loss has left us desolate.
fle and Cecil Mount, Edith Morning
Are safely garnered there.
Mr. Coach and Mr. Barton and Mr.
Though life becomos a dreary waste
Chas. Nicholson.
We know Its fairest sweetest flow
Picture Rocks of the Indians.
ers, '
While passing my vacation In the Transplanted Into paradise,
foot hills of the Sandia mountains at
Adorn immortal bowers.
a little Mexican village, La3 Placitas
top
of near The voice of bird like melody
I was informed that on the
by hills there are ltdges of rocks cov
That we have missed and mourned
Our fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the snug amount of 10,000
ered with picture writing. Being anx
so long
1
party
game
to
a
joined
pounds. We wish to double that In 1902, and In order to do so we are
ious to see the
Now mingles with the angel choirs
offering the very best grades of coffee on the market at 40 centa per
visit them. Arriving at the place
In everlasting song.
found a ledge of rocks at the apex of
pound. We are sole agents for CHASE A 8ANBORN'8 celebrated Seal
the hills. These stratified rocks, on There Is no death! although we
Brand and Club House. We also hare a full line of blended coffees
account of the lapse of centuries have
grieve
at prices to suit from 20 cents up. Our 35 cent blend w consider equal
been disintegrating. Judging from the
When beautiful, familiar forms
to the most of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
formation of the surrounding bills and That they have learned to love are torn
As to teas; Everyone knows that we keep' the very best to be had
mountains these rocks no doubt belong
From our embraring arms.
In the territory.
to the Paleozolr age. The south face
e
of the rocks is covered with etched
Although with bowed and breaking
writing, representing birds, ani;
heart.
nials, reptiles, men geometrical figures,
214 W. Railroad Ave
With single garb and silent tread.
arrows, the human hand and one draw- We bear their senseless dust to rest
ing very similar to the Aztec calendar
And say that they are "dead."
stone in the museum at Mexico City.
The discoloration and disintegration They are not dead! they have but passof these etched rocks Is sufficient evied
dence of the great antiquity of the picBeyond the mitts that bind us here
KELLY
CO ture
writing. A peculiarity of these Into the new and larger life
rocks is that the etchings are not disOf that serener sphere.
colored. In an arroyo at the base of
(Incorporated)
long
and
inches
hills,
ten
teeth
these
Thiy have but dropped their robe oi
very large bones have been discovered.
clay
MAY L. KRAFT.
To put their shining raiment on:
Bernalillo, New Mexico.
WHOLESALE
GROCERS
They have nt.t wandered far away
They are not "lost" or "gone."
SUN WORSHIPER INSANE.
Wool, Hides,
Though disenthralled and glorified.
Sad Fate of Miss Marian Berry at
They still are here and love us yet;
Denver.
The
dear ones they have left behind
We handle
,
Miss Marian lierry, of Upper Mont-clairThey never can forget.
K. C. Baking Powder,
room
in
her
N. J., became Insane
Navajo Blanket,
on the third floor of the Jackson block, And sometimes, when pur hearts grow
Curtice Canned Goods,
corner of Seventeenth and Tiemont
faint
Colorado Lard and Meat.
streets, last night, anil was taken to
Amid temptations fierce and deep,
Surgeon
by
Police
ihe county hospital
Or when the wiMly raging waves
Dulin and Dr. Hammill. Miss Berry,
Of grief or passion sweep.
House at
years of age, is a disciple in
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAI who is 23
the sect known as Sun Worshipers. We feel upon oir fevered brow
VEGAS, N. M, AND GLOR-IETA- ,
She came to Denver with N. J. HanTheir gentle touch, the breath of
N. M.
nah, one of the leading lights of the
balm;
new church. A few days ago Hannah Their arms enfold us and our hearts
went to Salt Lake, where he expects
Grow comforted and calm.
to secure a numlier of converts to bis
reliioB.
And ever near ub. though unseen.
About 10 "o'clock last night Mips
The dead, Immortal spirits tread;
R. P. HALL, Proprietor
Berry attracted the attention of other For all the boundless universe
roomers in the block- - by screaming.
Is life there are no dead.
partly disrobed and threw several
She
J. L. McCREERV.
Casting;
B
ass
Ore,
Coal
Shaftings.
Lumber
Cars;
Pulleys
and
Iron ad
garments and ber pocket book Into the
Grade iars. Babbit Metal; Column and Iron Front for Buildings;
When Other Medicine Have Failed
street. The doctors did not find it an Take
Repair a Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty. I
Foley's Kidney Cure. It ha
easy matter to take the patient to the
cured when everything .else ha disaprOUNDRT SIDE RAILROAD TRACK, AL UQUK RQTJE, & M,
f
hospital. She scratched Dr. Hammill pointed. Alvarado Phdrmacy.

of good floor coverings.

ll Havana Filler
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tings are of the best quality and

3 latest patterns
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Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
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and our prices

to be competed with.

ESTABLISHED

1878

L. B. PUTNEY.

WHOLESALE GROCER.
.

Carries tb LarfMt
ad Pact Bitaiv

Bteakel

StapleOroceries

'

loaa MatlrwMt.

Car lot. a apKlalty.

FARn AND FREIGHT WAGONS.
Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue

--

3

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

U. S. DEPOSITORY,'
Atchison, To-Depository for the Santa. Fe Pacific and the
.
!
pexa ana r ama r e K.aiiway
companies.
v ; $500,000.00
i
Authorized Capital
Paid up Capital,. Surplus and profits.. . . .. .'. .. .$200,000,00
a

S

.....

i

4

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

.

president; M. W. Flournoy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
- A B. McMillan.
II. F. Raynolds,

Joshua S. Raynolds,

----
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25 tags from
'STAR: HORSESHOE.

'CXAMEAD: "STANDARD NAVY!
"OLD FEACH & HONEY'

end

Zf. T."

Tobacco

---

t

Many suffer from headache and
CARE vougne8g that do not suspect the cause.
OF THE The nerves that control the eye have
a direct connection with the most vital
EYE
Pars of tne human system. Continual
strain on these nerve keep them In
such a weakened condition tnat tney nave 10 can on me ioxce 01 me oiuer
nerves to keep them suppfted. In that way the strain 1 carried to all the
nerves and will In time exhaust them all. Properly fitted glasses will release the strain and give the system a chance to build up.
3. T. VANN, Doctor of Optic,
With, 8. Vann & Son, Jeweler.

BALDRIDGE

J. C.

Have You

i

Native and Chicago Lumber.

Anything

Sherwin-Willia-

To Exchange

DOOR8, BLINDS,
PLA8TKU
Cotms Morel Looks Best! Wear Long- 8ASH, CKMKNT,
GLASS, PA13T, Jfte
L1MK,
est I Uoet Economical I Full Measure
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.

Paint Building Paper

ms

AtA"c

1

?

Have you a farm and do you
wmt to trade it for a grocery
etoreT

TH

pic-tir-

A. J. IVIAL0Y,

art i

squares, Chinese and Japanese mat-

Flour, Grain
and Provisions.

ZEIGER CAFE

Still a Growing

rugs,

linoleum,

mmi uiiuuyif

J
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carpets,

of

Our stock

OLD RELIABLE"

FAMOUS EMPRESS FLOUR

BAR. AND CLUB ROOMS

to be Judges

by those who pretend

B- -

for anybody!

a

If Its from our excellent and well

Forest Reserve
Script
LOCATABLE

Carpet in the Parlor...

i

A SPECIALTY OF THE

GROSS.

FABEft

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING;

1

l,

.

5

CONSUflPTION

TIME.

The Mutual Protective Society Grand
Picnic Yesterday.
The Mutual Protective society oi
Old Albuquerque picnieed their friends
at the grove near Uarelas bridge yesterday In a royal manner. Everything
went off smooth without a hitch and
the pleasures of the day will not soon
be forgotten by those who attended.
The members of the society, who
had charge of the program of the day,
were out bright and early and
kept thing3 going until thq wee hours
of this morning. The old town band
furnished the music and began 'business by playing a few choice selections
In the plaza in old town. Another short
concert was given on Railroad avenue,
after which the band noceeded to the
grove where it dispersed sweet music
during the remainder of the day and
until early this morning.
Plenty of good things to eat, plenty
to drink, danrlng. foot racing and
chicken fights were only a few of the
amusements of the day.

Builffers' and General Hardware
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Have you a horse and do you
want to exchange it for a
piano?

caser

ELMO

SAMPLE AND CLUB

Finest
Whiskies,

E00?.

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop,

Brandiea,

Have you a bicycle and do you
want to exchange it for a
camera?
Have you a gun and do you
want to trade it for a book- -

I ST.

120 W. Railroad

Wines, etc.

Are, Albuquerque.

Residence, Automatic Thone 299
Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
Bell Telephone No. 115.

Have you a wash boiler and do
you want to exchange It for
a rug?
Have you a pair of skates and
do you want to trade them
for a punching bag?
Have you a spring overcoat and
do you want to exchange It
for a baby carriage?
Have you a stove and do you
refrig- want to trade it for

LOCAL

UNDERTAKER 6ANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

COMflERCIAL

CLUB BUILDING.1

1

erator?
Have you a dog and do you
want to exchange him for a
rooster?

it Costs

You

oily ic

1

wort

moo0Oomo0oo4Kom

t

Pullers and Tanners,

Woo!
.

In

The Daily Citizen
Want Columns.

iKaea4

SHIP YOUR PELTS TO
BEARRUP BROS. & OOf

,

Albuquerque, New Mexico1

.

WE DO CUSTOM TANNING OP
Firet-cla-

s

,

HIDES, SKINS AND FURS.
work done and satisfaction guaranteed
Pleas write us for trice.

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN

All stomach and bowel troubles In child or adult are
due to a single cause IndiRpstion.
Flux, colic,
morbus, diarrhoea, dysentery and
all coniplalntsot like nature, are the resultof undigested
foods fermenting In the stomach. The only way to

fcra

prevent fever and to cure such troubles wlthoyt Injury
to the membranes lining the stomach Is to restore
perfect digestion.

K

D

L ar;.. Eat

Kodol Is the new discovery which euros all stomach
and bowel troubles by removing the cause. This famous
remedy checks fermentation.
weetens thestomaeh. Kodol digests all classes of food and gives to the body
all of the nourishment, health and strength It contains.
Cure Indigestion, Dyspepsia and all Stomaoh Troubles.
"Kod..l ryivr:a Cnro U Just the tiling fop dypopM and utomaoh trouble. It hu
me mcrvihriTi HnTihlnif rise la a long standing case of catarrh of the stomach."
liljd
.
.
Oscar Ktne,'ln rrT ailey,
I'rvpni'l only by E. C. DeWttt k Co., Chicago. Sold by all dealers.
'fy'"1 bousohold ronitMly for
colds, croup,
OlF MlailtC COUafe ClTC ?ho
bronchitis, grippe, throat and lung couh,
troubles.
It euros.
&
O
CO.,
RIELLY
AND B. H. BR1GGS & CO
J. H.

New Mexico Towns
SANTA FE.
Whiteman
Improving Altitude
Too High tor the Nerves-Bl- ack
Bear Killed.
From the New Mexican.
Mrs. W. H. Whiteman Is still visiting
In Denver, ami her health is improving
She hopes to return to Santa Fe about
the first of .September.
Mrs. H. O. Bureum and little daughter, Clara, are guests at th.3 Atalnnta.
Santa Monica. Cal.. and are not expected to return home for a month.
Judge John R. MeFie left for Sliver
City and Las Cruees on private business. He expects to return Tuesday
Mrs.

noon.
Forest McKinley, special agent of
the general land office, will leave on
Tuesday for Guadalupe and Lincoln
counties on official business.
The invitation hop to be given by
the Pennsylvania club on Friday, August 21, promises to be a very elegant
and enjoyable affair. Invitations for
this social event are now being sent
out.
Mr. and Mrs. Taul A. F. Walter and
children, who returned from a trip to
California, visited San Diego, Coron-ado- ,
Santa Monica, Catalina and Los
Angeles and had a most enjoyable
.

trip.

Mrs. Banner, of Alamogordo, niece
of Judge and Mrs. John R. McFle, who
has been a guest at the McFie home
for some weeks, is recovering from her
recent illness and Is expected to be out
in a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Cartwrlght,
mother and father of the Messrs. H. B.
and S. G. Cartwrlght, of this city, who
have been visiting their sons and
daughter, have returned to their home
in Medlapolis, Iowa.
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Freeman and
two daughters, who have been guests
at the sanitarium during the past
.spring and summer, left for Asheville,
N. C, where they will spend the fall
and winter, the altitude of Santa Fe
beeing too great for Mr. Freeman's

nerves.

Mrs. Manderlick and Miss Mander-llck- ,
of New York, who have been the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Bergere
for the past six weeks, expect to go to
Colorado Springs during the coming
week for a short stay and thence to re
turn to their home In New York
Mrs. Shaffer, of Kansas City, Mo.,
who Is In the city on a visit to her
sons, W. E. and Arthur Griffin, expects
to remain here until the first week In
September, when she will return to
her Kansas City home
A black bear weighing 300 pounds
was killed in the Tesuque canyon by
Antouio Lucero and brought to the
city and sold to Captain Fritz Muller
for Its hide and tallow. The bear had
killed a goat and was devouring its
prey when Luc.( ro crept up to within
a short distance and laid it out with
cne well ci'ected b'j'

she hopes to be able to pay the capital
cf New Mexico another visit before
long.
physic Chamberlain's
The best
Stomach and Liver Tablets. EaBy to
take. Pleasant in effect. For sale by
all druggists.
o
RATON.

From the Range.
Work at the oil well being drilled
near Raton has Wen suspended for a
few days pending the arrival from
Denver of casing for the well.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave G. Dwyer are rejoicing over the arrival at their home
Saturday, the 9th Inst., of an unusually
bright and promising daughter.
M. E. Dane was in town with a load
of fine apples a few day ago. He re
ports a fine rain on the Vermejo last
week, which was most welcome to the
ranchmen.
Mrs. W. Bowen and daughter from
Roachdale, Ind., arrived in Raton a
few days ago. They seek our sunny
climate for the benefit ot Miss Bowen,
who is a pulmonary Invalid.
SI Dawson was in town last week.
He recently made a large shipment of
horses from his ranch near Dawson to
Kansas. He has sold his fine stallion,
Deceptive, to parties at Catskill.
Captain Collier left Wedensday for
Alamogordo, where he will undergo a
Burgical operation for an intestinal
trouble, at the hands of his
Dr. George C. Bryan. During his absence Dave Dwyer will take his place
in the postofflce.
A fine horse, weighing 1,600 pounds,
was found dead in the Letton pasture,
Monday.
The horse belonged to Mr.
Nisch, who UveB on Johnson Mesa, and
was worth $100. A cow standing near
the dead horse was found to have been
shot through tne flank. It is supposed
the animals were shot by a party ot
boys who were hunting with a long
range rifle In the pasture Sunday evening.
son-in-la-

A Worm Killer.
J. A. J. Montgomery, Puxico, Wayne
Co., Mo., writes:
"I have little twin
girls, who have been bothered with
worms all their lives. I tried every'
thing to relieve them which failed un
til 1 used White's Cream Vermifuge;
the first two doses brought four
worms from one of them, the next two
doses, twelve, one of them measuring
twelve Inches; the other child was
oniy relieved or. lour worms, it is a
most excellent medicine." White's
Cream Vermifuge is good for children.
It not only destroys worms, it helps
the child to perfect growth, wards off
sickness. 25c. at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy B. Ruppe.

SOCORRO.

higher In the arroyo than he ever
knew it to be before, though he had
lived In Escondlda for more than twenty years.
Deputy Sheriff W. K. Foster was In
town the first of the week on official
business. Mr. Foster Is being urged as
a candidate for sheriff by the people of
the western part of the county. His
record as deputy Is certainly much In
his favor.
W, V. Jones, city surveyor, Is engaged in sectionizing the Socorro
grant. This work is preliminary to the
sale of considerable bodies of the land
to private parties. It is reported that
Abran Abeyta will be one of the largest purchasers.
A World Wide Reputation.
Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera
Diarrhoea Remedy has a world
reputation for Its cures.. It never
and is pleasant and safe to take.
sale by all druggists.

and
wide
fails
For

o
SAN MARCIAL.

Honey Galore Territorial Fair Nots
Mrs. Manning Honored
Clerk Married.
From Bee.
Henry Lohman is in receipt of an order for 500 pounds of honey from the
East Las Vegas postmaster.
Mrs. W. D. Finney, of Albuquerque,
is here securing treatment for her
baby from Dr. McCrory.
Another mining expert, representing
St. Louis parties, is en route to inspect
the Rosedale mining district.
Frank Johnson reached San Marclal
after spending two or three months in
Texas giving his cattle interests attention.
Mrs. J. W. Broyles writes her husband from Fresno, Cal., of meeting Dr.
A. Shaw and enjoying a drive in his
rubber tired carriage through the delightful country
surrounding
that
harming city.
The management of the territorial
fair is working to present such an ex
hibition as has never before been
made. Those who miss seeing it will
make the mistake of their lives. Go
and make the great holiday and sight
seeing of 1902 an event long to be re
membered. See that the wife and chil
dren, sweethearts, aunts, cousins, sisters and everybody else share with you
this great show.
Mrs. Ed. Manning, who has recently
moved to Albuquerque, has long been
one of he Woodmen Circle's most
faithful workers. In token of appre- iation its members had planned to
give a reception in Mrs. Manning's
honor before her departure, but the
surprise w as in another quarter when.
fter their preparations were nearly
completed they found that the lady
had been calling Albuquerque her
place of residence for nearly a week.
The Andover, Ohio, Citizen of Aug
ust 1 prints this Interesting piece of
news, which demonstrates that our
friend Mr. Clark is still trifling with
fortune in his usually lucky manner:
The marriage of Miss Janet Dicky, of
Espeyvllle,. and Mr. Addison Clark, of
San Marclal, N. M., was solemnized
Saturday, July 10. Mr. Clark was a
resident of Cherry Valley many years
ago and is a son of Mrs. Madalina
Clark. He went to New Mexico for the
benefit of his health and has prospered
nicely In that country. His bride is a
school teacher and a most excellent
lady. Mr. Clark will return to New
Mexico with his' captured' bride, where
we trust they will enjoy the greatest
happiness that mortals are entitled
to."
Half the ills that man is heir to come
from indigestion. Burdock Blood Bit
ters strengthens and tones the stom
ach; makes indigestion impossible.
DEMING.
Good Rains Hay Outfits The Bolichs
Off on a Visit Base Ball

Note.
From the Headlight.
Mrs. Hugh H. Williams left for the
'Hcific coast for, the benefit of her
ealth, which has been poor for some

Sufferers from this horriV.e 'malady
nearly always inherit it not necessarily
from the parents, but may be from 6ome
remote ancestor, for Cancer often runs
through several penerntions. This deadly
poison may lay dormant in t!ie blood fot
years, or until you reach tniuMlc life, then
the first little sore or ulcer makes its appearance or a swollen eland in the
breast, or some other part cf the body.
gives the first warning.
To cure Cancer thoroughly and ierma
nently all the tooisonous viru9 must be
eliminated from the blood every vestage
of it driven out. This S. S. S. locs, and
Is the only medicine that can reach
obstinate blood troubles like tin?..
When all the poison has been forced out
of the system the Cancer he:ils, and th
disease never returns.
Cancer betrins of ten in a small way, as the
following letter from Mrs. Kliircr shows :
A smll pimple enmc on my
aout an Inrh

The

Citizen

Job

becoming

very
(xiiuiui. 1 lie Cancer lo
(an to ent and oprcacl,
uiit:l it vhiii large
a
baltdollar.when I henrd
of 8. 8. 8. nddetertnin
ed to give it fair trial,
w.-ll- ,

(ESTABLISHED 1883.)

ABSTRACT8 OF TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES. HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS

Office

little-- llirnacabovcr.biit
would not heal. This
rontlnaert for sometime,
when ny Jaw began to

M. flOORE

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

llrt

below the enron the left iile of tuy face.
me no pam or inconven-eincnt t uliouid have
about it hart it
not beeun to lu Sane and
lirh ; it would bleed a

AND

MANAGER OP

and it was lemarkabie
what a wonderful effert
It had from the very beginning j theeore tifgrantc
henl and after takings few lwul J disappeared
entirely. Thi wa twoyeiranuo : tht-t- ore atill
Bo alRns of the Cancer, and my cenernl health
continues pood. Mrs. R. Kiiikur, I.n flata, Mo
is the greatest of all
blood purifiers, and the

Albuquerque Abstract Company

The Citizen Job
Office is prepared to
turn out work of
any character or
quality demanded,
at the right prices.
Mail orders for

only one guaranteed
purely vegetable. Send
for our free book on
Cancer, containing valuable and interesting information about this disease, and
write our physicians about your case. Wt
make no charge for medicul advice.

attention.

home. Miss Page became quits popular during her short stay.and all who
met the young lady will be glad to
her again to our city should she
favor us with another visit.
At about midnight on Wednesday
there came into this life a bright little
bit of femininity to gladden the lives
of Mr. and Mrs. Rodney G. Clarke,
which explains the happy smile and
elasticity of step which has been noticeable In the genial postmaster since
the advent of the little stranger.
Mr. and Mrs. N. A. Bolich departed
for the city of Tamplco, Mexico, where
they expect to meet the brother of
Mr. Bolich, who was here a Bhort time
ago. This being the first time since
they were married that Mr. and Mrs.
Bolich have ever been away on a trip
Newt, says that they will call It their
wedding tour. Better late than never,
If George Watkins' friends back In
Texas had seen him coming to town a
few days ago they would have split
their sides laughing. George came In
drlvina a nalr of diminutive burros
hitched to a wagon, the pole of which
was so long that It is doubtful If
George could have reached them with
a forty foot lariat. His excuse for ap
pearing in town with such a rig was
that "he couldn't find the horses, and
the kids had to have grub."
Following a suggestion made In
these columns last week, the base ball
team have made arrangements for en
closing the ball grounds with a high
board fence. The boys have assumed
the responsibility for the liquidation
of the expense thus incurred, but will
ask the citizens to contribute toward
the enterprise in a short time. The
enterprise manifested by the ball boys
is worthy of the support of all citizens
This paper is always ready to cut in
with the coin for any proposition of
the kind.
Accidents come with distressing fre
Cuts, bruises,
quency on tne farm.
stings, sprains. Dr. Thomas Eclectric
Oil relieves the pain Instantly. Never
safe without it.

Next Door to First National Bank.
Now Telephone 222.

CC00ef
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out-of-to-

mers given special

IHE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.

I

...Bachechi & Giomi...

wel-com- e

For over Sixty fears.
An old and well tried remedy.
Mrs. Wlnslrw's Soothing Syrup has
Dy
hen used for over sixty years
millions of mothers for their children
while teething with perfect success-Isoothes the child, soften the gums,
allavs all Daln. cures wind colic, and
Is
la the best remedy for diarrhoea.
pleasant tc the taste, bold by drugeltita in everv part of the world
Twenty-fivcents a bottle. Its value
Is Incalculable,
lie sure ana asa ror
Mrs. Wlnslow's SooUiing Syrup, and
take no other kind.

WHOLESALE DEALERS

Blanks
of all kinds on hand
mining, real estate

and loan blanks,
five cents each.
These blanks are
very carefully
drawn, and are is- sued by authority.

Type Faces
for cards, circulars,
letter heads, envelopes, bill .heads,
pamphlets, etc.

We
do shoddy work
even at your price,
but no other office
in the southwest
can do better work
than The Citizen
does.
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109

8. First Street,
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RUPPE,
PRESCRIPTIONS
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Telephone 143.

Albuquerque.

Railroad Avenue and Second Street.

1

Belen Roller Mills

equipped to manuany
facture
style of blank book,
no matter how intricate the ruling.
Make up your form
just as you want it,
and let us give you
to-ord-

Of

our estimate.

Books, magazines,
pamphlets, catalogues, etc., bound
in any stylejlowest
rates. 2 Satisfaction

guaranteed.
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When you want to buy Flour and Bran, or want to 6ell
Wheat, write to

BELEN, N. M.

JOHN BECKER, Proprietor.

JT. PALMER.
J.
Hay, Grain, Staple and Fancy Groceries.
Mall Orders Receive Prompt Attention

We
Never

Disappoint

Pure Light Brahma Eggs for Hatching
501 North

Albuqueraue Ntw Meslc.

Flr.,t Street

Toti & Gradi
DEALERS IN

GROCERIES AND

freight No. 99, going south,

Agent

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

The CITIZEN is

1, l'M2.)

MYERS,

GIOMI

Books

ARRI E FROM THE NORTH.
No. 1, California Express.... 7:lap.m,
No. 7,Mex. & Cal. Express.. 10:05 p.m.
10:00 a.m.
No. 3, California Limited
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:30 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
ll:55p.m,
No. 8, Chicago Express
7:30 p.m.
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
No. 22, Atlantic Express
7:10 a.m. SI
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
11:00 pm.
No. 27, Mexico Express
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
8:05 a.m.
No. 2. Atlantic Express
No. 4. Chicago Limited
11:45 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
6:15 p. m
LEAVE GOING WEST.
No. 1, California Express.... 8: 15 p. in
Ne 3, California Limited. .. .11:00 a.m.
No. 7,Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:45 p.ui
No. 7 will carry mail from the east
and No. 2 from the west.
No. 3 arrives Thursday and Mon
days. No. 4 arrives Tuesday and Fri

carries passengers.
F. U

&

AND ELEVATOR

Book
Binding

Ical

BACHECHI

Blank

Railroad Time Tables

days.

WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK OF WINES, LIQUORS AND
CORDIALS OF ANY ESTABLISHMENT IN THE SOUTHWEST.
BY MAIL WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION.
PRICES
GIVEN ON APPLICATION. GENERAL AGENTS FOR LEMP'S ST.
LOUIS KEG AND BOTTLED BEER.

IB.

Will Not

e

(lu effect June

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and
Bar Supplies

The Latest

-

-

s

J.

deep-seate-

Capitalists Looking at Mines Section
izing Socorro Grant Alfalfa
t
Washed Away.
..:ih.
Mrs. W. H. Gleason expects to de
-From
the
Chieftain.
V.
Migton, D. C.
A. M. lV.ake, of
Prof. C. L. Herrlck was a guest at part during the coming week for a
who received an appu.tment as clerk
isit of possibly three weeks In Chi
in the postofflce here, declined the the Windsor.
John Hunter has been surveying cago, her former nome.
same, as he was offered a better posiThe Deming public schools will open
tion in the Denver postofflce. He is on small holdings this week out' near
for term Tuesday, September 2, Mon
Polvadera.
B. visit here and will spend the next
J. F. Cook was quite seriously ill the day being Labor day. As usual, there
two weeks on the Pecos forest reserve
hunting and fishing. Thereafter he first part of the week but happily soon will be a large attendance.
Several good downpours since the
will go to Denver to assume the posi- recovered.
Pierre Alllre, of San Antonio, was heavy precipitation last Sunday night
tion in the postofiice there to which lie
the guest of friends in Socorro the and early Monday morning have caus
has been appointed.
ed the people to look with more favor
R. M. Forte, who for several years first of the week.
upon the weather man.
Cooney
Mayor
look
to
left
for
Frisco
is
who
f
was a resilient
this city and
N. A. Heals left for Los Angeles and
after some goats that he recently pur
spending a few days at Ojo Caliente
other parts of the coast, and after
expects to return to Santa Fe with his chased there.
C. T. Brown and General Quinby short outing will return, bringing Mrs,
wife and youim iiavuhter and they will
very likely take up their residence Vance left for an overland trip to the Heals and little Ralph, who have been
there for several months with him.
ticre naln. Mr Knivp Is manager of Black Range.
Mrs. Frank K. Wyman entertained
District Clerk John E. Griffith and
an important mining company in Art
small number of friends at a very
sona. His daughter will attend the family have returned from a six weeks pleasant
parlor party. Popular games
In
to
Ohio.
home
former
visit
their
and
Mr.
city.
in
convent
this
Loretto
amusements were indulged
and
party
other
capitalists
ar
Pittsburg
of
A
here
Mrs. Font- havf many friends
delight
of those present.
in
to
the
went
to
town
and
out
Water
in
rived
who will be clad to have them become
Jim Irving is figuring on having a
canyon to look after mining Interests
residents of tn capital again.
Mrs. J. B. Lewis, who, with her hus prize waltzing contest in the opera
Mrs. Otti'o i the first governors
night
Dr. Lewis, spent last winter in house at one of the Friday
band.
lm
li
a
precedent
h
that
wife to cst:i!
can be se.
enough
es.
danc
If
entries
her
week
home
at
died
Socorro,
last
proved
mediately bee am,' popular and
cured he intends offering a very hand
ially to the many near Boise City, Idaho.
very asreeablo. , .
Mrs. A. T. Harrlsou and children left seme prize to the winner.
apital as well as to
sojounu is in
Al Watkins came in from the
Mr. Harrison In El Paso
that v it tr ladies in the Socorro to joinfamily
tne early part of the week and
ranch
will
make
thei
where
the
ex
lii.-t eall at the
city should pay tl
good grass and lots of rain.
reports
home.
ecutive niaiifioii. This Is the custom
has been In Magdalena at Al said that the Mimbres flood had
Kealer
Ed
the
in
capitals
th
prevails
at
that
for some time. At the beginning overflowed the banks and the water
Btai. s and is nui ei al'.y (jbservea uy woik
week ho Installed the aeetyline was running west and south of this
of
the
com
gov
of
the
mors
the wives of the
town for miles, all of which is good
lu Hilton's saloon.
gas
plant
monwealths in th- country.
tw
through
for the grass.
rocks
threw
Somebody
WashingMis-Ji.lia H. 1'i.imau. of
Already several large haying outfits
large window panes in the fron
of
the
GenBrigadier
of
C,
dauHht.r
ton. l.
out here and have
eral II. U. l're. ri.an. I'. S. A., and who of Price. Bros. & Co.'s store Tuesda have been fitted
gone to locate hay grounds and others
party
th
deserves
guilty
night.
The
will
leave
Is a tour in of Mrs. Otero,
of punishment that the law are getting ready. This will undoubtfor Ohio to join lo r mother, who is full extent
edly be one of the best seasons for
vllliany.
such
for
Miss allows
visiting f" i' U'ls in that sate.
living at Escondido erass that this country has had for
Jojola,
exCiriaco
the
at
guest
a
been
Freeman has
to have 100 bale several years past. And it still con
ecutive mauMon fur the past two had the misfortune
away
by the flood tinues to rain daily.
washed
Is
alfalfa
of
months, and thinl.s that Santa Fe
tne arroy
Miss Edna Page, of Silver City, who
came
down
that
water
and
about the Lieest place that the has
evening
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has
been the guest of Miss Laura
storm
the
ever visited. Her ttay here was made durlna
water was Burnside for a week or more, returned
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that
Jojola
Mr.
and
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very pleasant by all who
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Telephone 147.

LI000RS.

Flour, Feed, Provisions. Hay
and Qraln.
Imported French and Italian
Goods.
Sole stents tor San Antonio Lime.

rree delivery to si I parts of the city.

til

,

JIB, 417

Ncrta Third Street
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Topics
Failroad
an

sessor Conley made this declaration to
the board of equalization, which met
for the"purpose of raising the personal
property taxes of wealthy men and to
enable the board to grant a reduction
to others who have been assessed too
high. Mr. Hill was assessed this year
property.
$135,945 for his personal
Last year he paid $210,530. The board '
Redded to raise Mr. Hill's assessment
to $210,530, the amount he paid last'
year.

was a dead head east increasing and, with Its growth, came
extra work for the local force, which
Joe Peabody, with the Santa Fe at the latter did not fancy.
A freight car provided with ball bearNeedles, la in the city.
The Brotherhood of Locomotive ings has been experimented with by
the Illinois Central railroad, and It is
Firemen now has a membership ol
found that in addition to Its great savPhysician and Druggists.
ing of oil and year, a single man may
Ford & Sturgeon, a prominent drug
The Santa Fe is rapidly repairing push It along the track.
firm at Rocky Hill Station, ivy., writ-the damage done to Us motive power
The annual meeting of the American e8: "We were requested by Dr. G. B. '
by the strike of hoiiermakers and maAssociation of General Passenger Snigley to send for Herblne for the j
chinists.
Agents will be held in Portland, Me., benefit of our customers. We ordered
Dispatcher McGinnis, formerly locat- October 14 and 15. There was some three dozen In December, and we are
ed at Alamogordo, is now reading the doubt about Portland handling the glad to say, Herbine has given such
great satisfaction that we have duptick at Raton.
meeting, but all differences have been licated this order three times, and to
Engineer C. Doyd is nursing an in- adjusted.
day we gave your salesman another
flamed eye, caused by being struck by
According to the interstate com- order. We beg to say Dr. G. B. Snigley
a steel BpHnter.
merce commission's report for the takes pleasure in recommending Her
60c bottle at Cosmopolitan
Texas railroads have decided not to quarter from July 1, 1901, to April 1, bine.
change the cotton rates nor the man- 1902, there were 103 employes killed Pharmacy B. Ruppe.
o
ner of shipments.
Cheap Riding. A Boston dispatch
and 1,598 Injured In car couple acciEngineer Fred Kammer has asked dents. This does not indicate that the says: The rate war between the
Providence steamship line and the Joy
for a lay off and will spend a month automatic couplers save accidents.
on the Pacific coast.
Charles W. Cook, chief clerk In the line now makes it possible for one to
Henry Englebrlcht has returned from Santa Fe general freight office at To- travel between Boston and New York
a month's vacation spent at Chicago peka, has Just applied for patents on for 95 cents. The fare between Boston
an Invention which will be adopted by and Providence by electric rond is 45
and other eastern cities.
cents, and one can
between
Machinist O. R. Craig and wife have the Santa Fe railway system for the Providence and Newtravel
York on the
present
purpose
simplifying
of
the
gone to Chicago for a motnh's visit
complicated methods of filing rate Providence line of the New Haven rail
with friends and relatives.
road, In competition with the Joy line,
tariffs.
The Missouri Pacific had twenty-sevefor 50 cents.
Paso-Rocroute
has
Island
El
Ine
trains of Elks and Pythians into issued a handsome folder descriptive
Pueblo, Colo., the other day.
Just Look at Her.
of the country penetrated, and particWhence came that sprightly step
John Cohan, who was chief dispatch- ularly so relative to Cloudcroft and the
er at San Marcial several years ago, Sacramento mountains, with Illustra faultless skin, rich, rosy complexioi
smiling face. She looks good, feels
visited San Marcial last week.
tions showing the marvelous construc- good. Here's her secret. She uses Dr
seventy
The Santa Fe has ordered
aJ
King's New Life Pills. Result,
tion of this popular
cars fromthe Pullman company, most route. The time tables and various orirans active, digestion good, no heaa
of which are for the California busi- connections are also set forth In a aches, no chance for "blues." Try
them yourself. Only 25c. at all
ness.
most comprehensive manner.
Work is progressing rapidly on the
The substitution of oil for coal as
o
oil tank of the Southern Pacific at fuel on the engines of the Southern
Santa Fe Steel. Orders have been
Doming, and a short time will see its Pacific will mean a saving of $1,000,000 placed by the Santa Fe for 79,000 tons
finish.
to the company and the discharge of a of steel to be delivered before the end
The Rock Island has ordered 100 lo- thousand men now employed In the of the present year. The cost will be
comotives from the Brooks works, handling of coal. These estimates are about $2,200,(100, and the steel will re
making 300 ordered within the last six based on practical experiments. The lay about 430 miles of track. The comsteel over the
Southern Pacific has burned oil for pany will lay
months.
saving has entire distance between Kansas City
E. L. Auer, of the superintendent's three months now, and the
per month and Albuquerque, Stun miles. The reoffice at San Marcial, is again at his averaged more than $600
mainder of the order will be used In
per
engine.
desk after a visit to his home in DeThe trouble which the Santa Fe and relaying track on the Gulf branch for
catur, 111.
190 miles north of Fort Worth.
Despite the use of automatic car its car men, from Argentine, Kan.,
past
during
few
having
been
the
have
'couplers, 13 persons were killed and
Mokl Tea Positively Cures Sick Head-- i
leadache.
gone to Chicago for a month's visit days, has been settled. The request of
the men for time and a half overtime Indigestion and constipatiou.
A delng April 1.
was granted, as was the demand re- lightful herb Jrlnk. Removes all erup.
The cost of engines has greatly In- garding the use of tools. The conten- tions of the ekin, producing a perfect
creased within the last few years, an tion was brought about more because complexion or money refunded. 25c
engine formerly costing $10,000 now of a misunderstanding of the requests and 50c. Wr.te to us for free sample.
W. H. Hooker & o..
N. Y. J.
costs $16,000.
granted the carmen two weeks ago H. O'Reilly & Co. andBuffalo,
B. H. Briggs &
One ticket broker has been reward- than through any art on the part of Co.
ed. William K. Powell, of Indianapolis, the company to be overbearing.
o
'
McCarty's Heirs Will Sue.
has been made claim agent of the PhilAt the next session cf the district
adelphia & Reading.
Dr. Chas. H. Utter, a prominent
court which will be held in Coconino
W. C. Abell, boilermaker apprentice physician of Panama, Colombia, in a
recent letter states: ''Last March I county, Arizona, the heirs of John
at the local shops, left this morning for had
as a patient a young lady sixteen
the hunter who was found dead
his old home at Parsons, Kan., to enjoy years of age, who had a very bad atseveral months ago in the Mogollon
a thirty days' lay off.
pretach of dysentery. Everything I
will
begin a contest
mountains,
A. E. Mitchell, superintendent of mo- scribed for her proved Ineffectual and against the insurance companies for
every
hour.
tive power of the Milwaukee, has re- she was growing worse
$25,000 that is due his wife. Since the
signed to take a similar position on Her parents were sure she would die. tragic death of her husband,, Mrs. Mcso
she
weak
become
had
She
that
the Northern Pacific.
could not turn over in bed. What to carty has been constantly shadowed
There have arrived in Vancouver do at this critical moment was a study by sleuths employed by the insurance
1,500 bales of Bilk valued at fl.Ooo.OuO. for me, but I thought of Chamlerlain's companies and every movement made
The roads have been asked to bid on Colic, Cnolera and Diarrhoea Remedy by her carefully watched In the hope
and as a last resort prescribed it. The that she would attempt to communiits transportation east.
most wonderful result was effected.
The National Beekeepers have de- Within eight hours she was feeling cate with her husband, whom they still
cided on the Santa Fe as their official much better; inside of three days she believe to be in the land of the living.
train to their annual convention in was upon her feet and at the end of
Shatters All Records,
one week was entirely well." For sale
Denver September 3, 4 and 5.
Twice in hospital, T A. Gulledge,
Andy Steel and wife, of Santa Fe, by all druggists. o
Verbana, Ala., paid a vast sum to docspent Sunday In the city. Mr. Steel Is
tors to cure a severe case of piles,
Railway Ties in Demand.
chief chef for the Pennsylvania Develto a statement made recently in causing 24 tumors. When all failed,
opment company at the capital.
New York by railway officials the ques Bucklen's Arnica Salve soon cured
conquers
hlra. Subdues
Fireman R. E. Tracy spent a few tion of supplying the demand for rail aches, kills pains.inflamatlon.
Best salve in the
days in the Las Vegas hospital, and road ties at a reasonable cost is borom world. 25c. at all druggists.
returned to his young wife and friends lng a serious one. It was said that In
o
Hereafter, Tuesday and Friday af
at San Marcial apparently in good 1901 the Union Pacific alone laid 2
653,742 ties in renewal of worn out ternoons will be reserved for ladies
health.
Brakeman F. E. Hungate, of the ones, and the Missouri Pacific during and children's matinees at the First
Santa Fe Pacific, left last night for the same time laid 2.692,101. During street natatorium. o
Arkansas City, Kan., where he is called the past seven years the Southern has
For something good ring up Autoby the serious illness of his grand- laid 1,727,977 or an average per mile matic 'phone 457, or call at 212 West
average
349.
figuring
of
Using
this
for
parents.
Gold avenue.
o
Cattle business on the southwest the amount used by all the roads in
the an
Attend midsummer blanket, comfort,
lines of the Santa Fe is heavier than it the United States would give
consumption of ties as C9.8u0,OKi, lace curtain sale and save money, at
has ever been before. One day recent- nualrequirements
of new lines not con The Economist.
ly the road hauled 4o cars into Kan- the
o
sidered.
sas City.
Try our coffee rolls and fine cakes.
To My Friends.
Mrs. H. S. Grout is enjoying a pleas-ann- t
Anthony Xydias, opposite postoffice.
visit trom a party of Topeka II Is with joy I tell you what Kodol did
You get your money s worth when
ladies. They are Mrs. E. L. Gaylor for me. I was troubled with my stonv
for several months. Upon being you buy "Diamond Ice.' Southwest
and daughter, and W. H. Hayes and ach
advised to use Kodol I did so, and ern Brewery & Ice Co.
daughter.
words cannot tell the good that it uid
The Las Vegas Record says that Sam for me. A neighbor had dyspepsia so
STOVE HKPAIRS.
Borradaile & Co.,
Ingram, who had been working in the that he had tried most everything. I
117 Gold Ave.
Castaneda lunch room, nas flown the told him to use Kodol. Words of grathave come to me from hlra be
o
coop and left Beveral merchants hold- itude
Jemez Hot Springs.
cause I recommended it. Geo. W. Fry.
ing a bag.
public
Is
Tne
invited to visit the
Viola, Iowa. Health and strength of
The New York Central's scheme of mind and body, depend on the stom famous health giving springs. First
can be found at
accommodations
class
hiring hundreds of special watchmen ach, and normal activity of the digest
Stone hotel. Bathing, good trout
has resulted in ita being the only road ive organs. Kodol, the great reeon the
structlve tonic, cures all stomach and fishing and beautiful scenery are only
in the countryy that is nut bothered bowel
troubles, indigestion, dyspepsia a few of the attractions of this delight
with tramps.
Kodol digests any good fooc you eat. ful resort.
MRS. OLIVE CORCORAN,
The pay checks for the Santa Fe Pa- Take a dose after meals. B. II. Briggs
Stone Hotel.
cific employes arrived Saturday and & Co. and J. H. O'Kielly & Co.
o
the Santa Fe proper boys' checks
00
Man.
Jim Hill a
The merchants Hill has less "Poor" $1o0,(mi0 "James J. O Our entire stock of colored par- - O
came in last night.
worth of
than
tonight.
good
a
trade
expect
O
personal property, and you gentlemen O asols, the finest selection in the
city, will be sold at cost and be- - 0
The Erie contemplates building four will agree with me If you go up to his 0
Dry
Goods fi
O low. Golden Rule
tracks between Buffalo and New York. house and Invest ifjate," says a dis O Company.
O
If this is done it will be one of the patch from St. Paul, Minn. County As 0000OOO0O0O0OO0OO00
most Important railroad moves made
in this country in many years.
J. Pierpont Morgan has raked in the
Louisville & Nashville railroad. (The
time 1hu there will be but one railroad in the southwest of the Mississippi seems rapidly approaching.
The San Bernardino Sun 6ays: An
addition has Just been made to the
"OR" is a little word but gigantic in possibilities
storehouse department employes of the
Success, hui'ir)' fcs, practically all of the good
southern California division of the
thinr. of life, depend on pood health.
Santa Fe, which is very gratifying to
Moot of tho failures, the woes of life, rest their
Storekeeper O. P. Sloat, of the local
origin and continuance in bad health. The jKibil-itie- s
house. It is the appointment of a Mr.
represented by theOUin "Good Health ok Bad
Allen, of Albuquerque, to the position
Health' certainly are gigantic, aren't they? I'rojier
of the company's storehouse foreman
food more than any one other thing represents the
The importance of
In Los Angeles.
difference between good health or bad health.
that point on the division is gradually
Engine
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(Spectacular Effect)

Tournament

Indian Dances on Street
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Grand Military Display
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BUSINESS LOCALS.
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..

Mineral, Cereal and
Educational Exhibits

Keep your eye on Deming.
Deming has just been incorporated.
Economize by trading at The Economist.
Deming, the seat of the n:w county
of Luna.
Lemlng has Increased 50 per cent. In
population in four years.
Demirg Is the great mining center
of the southwett.
Investments in Demin-- r lots will
double and treble in one year.
Let us flgura on your plumbing.
hardware company.
Carpenters' and machinists' tools of
all kinds. Albuquerque Harware com
pany.
Klelnwort's is the place to get your
nice fresh steak. AU kinds of nice
meat.
Bring in your tinware and have it
repaired. Albuquerque Hardware com
F. A. Jones, E, M., C. E.
pany.
Consulting Mining Engineer
Deming has cow a large Ice plant Field assistant U. 8. Geological Survey
Albuquerque, N. M.
and electrio light syntem under conCorrespondence solicited.
tract
o
In Deming the aemand for rental
Johnston's Stage Line.
houses is five times in excess of the
Will leave every Tuesday mornlnj
supply.
for the Jemez Hot Springs and return
Deming has an abundance of water on Thursdays.
One regular trip a
tor irrigating vineyards, orchards, or week and extra trips when ordered.
gardens.
Leave orders at Sturges European hoBuy lots and build in Deming. Your tel.
JAm. T. JOHNSTON.
cent,
per
on
o
20
rental returns will be
the Investment.
Mumbing.
We have auuea a plumbing departOrders taken for every known make
of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque ment and tin shop to ojr business.
When you havo anything In this line
Hardware company.
Just received a large shipment of to he done see us about It before placJapanese and Chinese matting. Albert ing your order. Albuquerque Hardware company.
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
Deming offers the same opportuniKnox Fall Styles.
ties now that the most prosperous
We have received our Knox hats for
cities in the west offered several yean
fall, 1902, and are showing some beauago.
We are sole agent for Wheeler & tiful shapes In both stiff and soft hats,
Wilson sewing machines, the best ou 12.50 to 13.00. Simon Stern, the Rail-reaavenue clothier.
the market. Albert Faber, 305 Railroad
o
avenue.
Curtains! I Curtains! I!
Curtains!
Deming needs one hundred new
We are mowing up to date lace curhouses to supply the demand, and
net, Irish point. Araneeds them now. This demand con tains In Brussels
bian nt, Nottingham, Bobblnet and
tlnues to grow.
205 Railroad
Deming ships over 100,000 head of muslin. Albert Kebar,
cattle annually; Is the center of the avuue.
o
greatest breeding region in the southCLOUDCROFT
west and cattle men all know this.
The Roof Garden of the Southwest.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No,
The season at Cloudcroft will open
205 South
First street, over the
Hyde Exploring Expedition store, on June 1, the lodge, dining hall and
give
thorough lunch counter having been placed unIs prepared
to
scalp
treatment, do hair dress der the able management of the popuing, treat corns, bunions and in lar hotel proprietor and manager, Geo.
growing nails.
She gives massage Waterman.
The fame of Cloudcroft as the premtreatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bam'
blnl's own preparations of complexion ier summer resort of the southwest
cream builds up the skin and Improves has been heralded far and wide, and
the complesf'.on, and are guaranteed patrons may rest assured Its reputanot to be Injurious. She also prepares tion will not be allowed to suffer this
a hair tonic that cures and prevents year. Extensive improvements have
dandruff nd bair falling out; restores been made In the way of accommodalife to dead hair; removes moles, tions and out door as well as Indoor
warts and superfluous hair. Give her amusements and entertainment.
For a booklet regarding Cloudcroft.
a trial, bhe also has a very fine tooth
powder, which she guarantees to be or further information regarding this
free from all metallic substances. It summer resort, call on nearest coupon
perfumes the breath, hardens the gums ticket agent, or address,
A. N. BROWN,
and makes the teeth clean and white
I. Route,
G. P. A.. E. .
It is highly recommended by all first
El Paso, Texas.
c'ats dentists. Also a face powder.
Trunks, valises, hand bags, suit
freckle cure, and pimple cure, and pile
cure. All of these preparations are cases, telescopes, largest variety In
purely vegetable compounds Give her city to select from. Oolden Rule Dry
Goods Company.
a trial. Automatic telephone 490.

President Roosevelt Has Signified
His Intention to be Present

J. H. O'RIELLY,
PRESIDENT

P.-R-

P. F. MeCanna,
SECRETARY

Alamogordo & Sacramento Mountain
Railway.
Effective June 2nd first class passenger train will leave Alamogordo at 8
a. m., arriving at Cloudcroft at 10:50
a. m. daily. Return train leaves Cloudcroft at 6:30 p. m., arriving at Alamogordo at 8 p. m.
Passengers for these trains can take
breakfast at Alamogordo and 5 o'clock
dinner at Cloudcroft.
A. N. BROWN.
.
G. P. A., E.
I. Route.
o
Have you Been that blue enanelec
steel ware at the Albuquerque Hardware company's store. It is the most
beautiful and ornamental ware ever
seen In AlJuquerque.
P.-R-

MONUMENTS.

All kinds of stone and: enable work.
Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor-

ner Fifth street and Railroad arenas.

H. Q. MA.URINO.
o
8peclal 8ummer Excursion.
Albuquerque to Chicago and return.

$51.50.

,

Albuquerque to Kansas City and

turn.

re-

$39.00.

Albuquerque to St. Louis and return.

$46.50.

Tickets on sale June 6. 7. 13 and 11
and June 24 to September 12, inclusive.
Final return limit October 31, 1902.
F. L. MYERS,. Agent
Summer Tourists Ratea to Colorado.
Denver, $25.15. round trip; Colorado
Springs, $22.15, round trip; Pueblo,
Tin, palvanlzea Iron and coppet $20.15. round trip.
on sale
work, Albuquerque Hardware compa June 1 to October 15, Tickets
Inclusive. Final
ny.
return limit October 81, 1902.

The Thermometer
is Seldom Higher Than
8o in Mexico City
This "Paris of Latin America" is situated over six thousand feet
ui mo
ictci ui mo bio, BUU vuo
Bllliuuea IS never
Anuough not generally known summer is the very
experienced.
best of seasons to visit the Land of Mafiana."
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, so
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nig-i- B lovely.
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of our
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy mornings, and the cooling sea breezes of day, one becomes so entranced
with the beauty of this country as to never forget his trip under K
"The White Umbrella."

The Mexican Central
is prepared to furnish you with the bebt of accommodations to aJ.
Call on or address,
points in Mexico. .
W. 0. MEAD,
C. R. HUDSON,
W. D. MURDOCK,
C. A.. El Paso.
O. F. & P. A..MexIco.
A. G. & P. A.. Mexico

cr8W53W6T535YJBS"8'5?5y3Y3rr5
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99
Any physician will tell you that a proper mixture of tho whole cf the wheat
and barley malt Is preeminently a proper food. one. that builds noi ...ally, tones
evenly, nourishes sufficiently, every organ of the body
FORCE" is composed of the whole of the wheat and barley malt scientific- ally combined in the form of a delicate, crisp lUke-- It caunot lose ita good qualities
in faulty cooking, for it is ready to be put on the table when it reaches the house,
There another UK worth considering a uoi Kucuca ore on a not summer
day OR no kitchen fire.
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LOCAL PARAGRAPHS,
F. H. Mitchell has gone
on business.
5
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Price Reduction
on Shoes
WE WANT TO CLOSE OUT BEFORE

NEXT MONTH THE
LINES OF SHOES AS
WE SHALL DISCONTINUE TO HANDLE. OUR PRICE8 AND THE
HIGH GRADE OF OUR FOOTWEAR IS WHAT WE RELY UPON
TO ACCOMPLISH THIS. CALL AND INVESTIGATE
WOMEN'S KID OXFORDS $2.00, CUT TO
$1.60
WOMEN'S KID OXFORDS $2.80, CUT TO
$2.00
WOMEN'S KID SHOES $3.00, CUT TO
$2.25
WOMEN'S KID SHOES $2.50, CUT TO
$1.95
MEN'S OXFORDS $4.00, CUT TO
$2.75
MEN'S OXFORDS $3.00, CUT TO
$2.25
MEN'S SHOES $1.60 to $4.00, CUT TO
$1.25 to $3.25
BALANCE OF OUR OXFORDS AND

SUCH

JADED APPETITES
requlrq extra fine relishes to give zest
to the meal, at this time of the year.
All the dainties of the season to he
found at Bells. This is a model grocery store. Everything here Is strictly
first class. There's a full line of fancy
groceries, including choice pickles,
preserves, dried fruits, nuts, Jellies,
jams and tahlc delicacies In great variety. Finest goods. Lowest prices". ,

J. L. BELL & CO.
Nob. 118 and

HI

ZouVi Second SL

MEN'S OXFORDS
LUCKY SEVEN.
SEVEN SELLERS
Florsheim Oxford Tie, $3.50 to $4.00.
Florsheim Southern Tie, $3.00 to
$3.50.

Southern Tie, solid comfort, $2.25 to
$2.50.

Southern Tie, plain toe,

$2.50

$3.00.

to

Prince Alberts, plain toe, $2.50 to

$2..- -.

Dongola Oxfords, $1.75 to $2.00.
Canvas Oxfords, best quality, $1.50.

T.

MUENSTERMAN.

MONEY TO LOAN.

,'

in men's, women and children's footwear. Read our add, inspect our window and examine our stock. No trouble to show goods and answer questions at C. May's popular priced shoe
store, 208 West Railroad avenue.
Just received, ladies' pongee silk
skirt, ladles' white brilllantlne skirt
and ladles' black silk skirt at The
Economist.
Demlng has a magnificent school
system.
Demlng, the coming city ot New
Mexico.
Deming water Is chemically pure
equal to Polan Springs.
Demlng water and pure ozone make
strong and healthy people.
No tuberculosis preservallne or coloring In Matthews' Jersey milk.
Demlng is a great health resort
has no superior In climate for the cure
of pulmonary troubles.
Demlng will be the great smelter
center. Two large plants will be installed within the year.
Look Into Klelnwort's market on
North Third street. He has the nicest
fresh meats In tbe city.
We are sole agents for Wheeler A
Whson sewing machines. Albert
305 Railroad avenue.
Why buy high priced lots when you
can get them cheap In Demlng now,
with certain advance assured?
Agricultural lands In Demlng are unsurpassed for fertility, production of
fruits ana vegetables ot all kinds.
We carry the largest variety of linoleums and oil cloths In this elty.
Albert Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.

'

On diamonds, watcaes, etc., or any
good security ; also househoM goods
stored with me; strictly confidential.
Highest cash price paid for household
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold avenue.

CITY

'

NEWS.

Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
Demlsg, the railroad center of New
Mexico.
'
Bee the newest In ladles' neckwaar
Ft The Economist
Demlng, the gateway to the best
Vart ot Old Mexico.
Window shades In all colors and
mU.Ua at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
rloty s.i Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
avenue.
Fiber, SOS Railroad avenue.
showing s big assortment.
Albert
In Demlng you can ouy lots for lluu
stolen will pay you 100 per cent,
less
Mexican drawn woii la endless
In aiexlcaa drawn work w are
Test merit
- Demiiig! Havt- - you been there?
If
not, you ihoulu et there tor the big
sale of lota cu the i"i f this montn.
Dem.ng: Don't ocivok it if you
are looking for a sale und paying

Fa-be- r,

n

twelve months.
In Deming anoiher good hotel Is
Seeded to accommodate the enormous
Increase of population.
Fresh Cut Flowers.
IVES, THE FLORIST.
start
To
tbe fall and winter campaign with an entirely new stock ot
Shoes we offer some exceptional values

;
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'SUITS

!.

...

Latest Patterns. Fit and
workmanship guaranteed g

SUITS $15 to $50

'

I vv

Our Fall and Winter
Samples for Custom Suits
are now in and compriso
Chicago and New York's

-

E. L. WASHBURN.

to Santa Fe

D. A. Macpherson and wife are expected to return to the city tohlghL
II. T. McKlnncy, the prosperous Hell
canyon mine operator, Is In tbe city.
n. N. Yonker, proprietor
of the
Windsor hotel In Socorro. Is In the
city.
C. V. Wright, representing Flesher
& Rosenwald, has gone south with his
Earn pies.
Conrado Baca, of Socorro, passed
through the city this morning bound
for Santa Fe.
Hon. W. R. Chllders. who was at
Santa Fe attending court the past
week ,has returned to the ciy.
Leon Ilertzog will bo absent from
the city for a few weks. He left last
night for southern California and San
Francisco.
Samuel Heady, passenger conductor
on the Santa Fe Pacific, has returned
to the city after a vacation on the Pacific coast.
Charles Roe and O. A. Adpin, who
were up north representing the Singer
Sewing Machine company, have returned to the city.
Yesterday morning Mrs. Alejandro
Perea and A. Perea left for Chicago,
where they will visit relatives and
friends for a few weeks.
Miss Margaret Jenks, who has been
enjoying an extended vacation, has
returned to her duties as clerk at the
Golden Rule Dry Goods store.
Miss Mamie Tlerney, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Tlerney. has gone
to Burlington and Fort Madison, Iowa,
to visit relatives and friends.
l.tandro Gutierrez and Jose Y. Ara-getwo well known stockmen and
ranch owners of the Mangus country,
are in the city for a few days.
T. J. Curran, the mine promoter, and
wife, who were back in the east the
past few months, have returned to the
city, and will probably remain here a
few months.
Mrs. J. II. Kuhns and daughter, Mi83
Shirley, have gone to Los Angeles.
MIps Shirley will be placed In a school
In that city, after which Mrs. Kuhns
will return to the city.
Miss Nettle Coffey, who recently accepted a prlnclpalship of the school at
Pearce, Arizona, will leave here on
Thursday night for that town. The
lady came here from Brazil, Indiana.
Hon. M. S. Otero was a passenger
going north, en route to the Sulphur
hot springs, last Saturday night. He
will hurry up work on the sulphur
mill.
The two pretty cottages, which Otto
Dieckmhnn is erecting on South Third
street, will soon be ready for occupancy. The cottages are modern In every
respect, and are ornaments to that
section of the city.
T. A. Rickel and son, of Flagstaff,
Arizona, passed through the city yesterday morning for Santa Fe, where
the son will be placed In the St. Michael college for boys.
"The Woman's Exchange," at No.
323 South Second street, has been purchased from Mrs. Sanborn by Mrs. G.
S. Ramsay. Mrs. Sanborn has arranged to take charge of the Casa de Oro,
on West Gold avenue,
Miss Ida Caldwell will leave tonight
for Raton, where she will attend the
teachers' institute for Colfax county.
The lady is from Cloverdale, Ind., and
has been engaged to teach the public
school at Elizabcthtown..
Mrs. J. H. O'Rielly has as her guest
Mrs. R. W. Negus, who resided In this
city when her husband was cashier of
the local office of the Mutual Life Insurance company. The Negus family
now reside in New York.
A. J. Frank, who is the manager of
the Algortones smelter schema, Is in
the city, coming down Saturday night
on business. He was to have returned
to Algodoues this morning.
The Young Ladles' Bible class of the
Lead avenue Methodist church, will
hold a social at the home of J. W. An
derson, 409 West Lead avenue tonight.
A good program has been arranged
and a good time is promised.
I. B. Hanna, superintendent ot forest
reserves in New Mexico and Arizona,
passed through the city Saturday even
Ing for Tucson, Arizona, on official
business connected with the newly
created forest reserve in that section
Miss Kate Bell Will return to her
home at San Antonio, Texas, where
the is a public school teacher, Thursday night. The lady was here visiting
her sisters. Mrs. James Stewart and
Mrs. J. E. Franklin, and brother. Dun
can Uell.
Dogs without a tag are scarce on the
streets at present. The dog catcher
has waged an unrelenting war upon
the unlicensed canines for several
weeks, and a number of the mongrels
have been despatched to the happy
canine land.

Albuquerque has white cats, black
cats, brown cats, yellow cats, gray
cats, striped cats, spotted cats, Tom
and 'Mariar' cats, old and young cats,
male and femala cats, and In fact all
varieties and sizes In the feline category, and it would be a positive relief
If the police, the pounrtmaster and the
dog catcher were invested with authority to make war upon them similar to
that being prosecuted In the case of
the city's canines. A Tom and a
"Mariar" cat disturbed tho neighborhood of the Lead avenue Methodist
church for several hours last night.
Bert Vorhes and Roy McDonald, two
playing members of the Albuquerque
Browns base ball club, returned last
night from Las Vegas, where they
played with the Santa Fe team against
the club of Las Vegas. The latter
town won. The many friends of Roy
and Bert find a great deal of satisfaction In the fact that these two players
had to their credit five of "the eight
hits made by the Santa Fe team, Bert
securing three out of four times up
and Roy two out of four times up. As
usual they played an errorless gam?.
George E. Roe, the Santa Fe district
passenger and freight agent, with
headquarters at El Paso, come in from
the south this morning, accompanied
by his son, Harold Roe. They were
pleasant callers at The Citizen office
this morning, and today Mr. Roe is
around among the local shippers of the
Santa Fe. They will go north to Las
Vegas 'tonight, and before returning
thtis way will visit all the principal
towns north of this city.
Major W. H. Bailhache and family,
who were for about ten years residents
of New Mexico and who left here some
years ago for California, are now residents of Coronado City. Major Bailhache Is Chinese Inspector in the custom office at San Diego. He was publisher and editor of the Albuquerque
Review In the early 80s, a paper long
since defunct.
Seme careless person threw a lot of
live ashes under the rear stairway of
the Columbus hotel yesterday morn
ing, and at 9:30 o'clock a fine blaze
wa3 In active operation. Several passers-by
saw the smoke, and after discerning the cause, Mrs. Hopkins applied several buckets of water and
soon had the flames extinguished.
J. E. Saint, of the Santa Fe .Central,
Is in the city, having come down from
Santa Fe on Saturday night. Mr. Saint
says that work on the new road Is pro
gressing nicely. He has Just been ap
pointed postmaster at Torrance. His
commission arrived the other day, but
he has not yet assumed charge of his
new office.
Flesher & Rosenwald are having a
great run on their excellent brand of
c!gas,"The Cavalier," which Is a choice
Havana cigar with line flavor. A box
left at this office bx the firm has been
tested by the printers and they are of
the opinion that "The Cavalier" Is the
best cigar to be found In this city.
Mrs. Charles Harper, wife of Charles
Harper, who died at St. Joseph's sani
tarium Friday night, arrived in the
ity last night. Mrs. Harper will ac
company the body to Its last resting
place In the family cemetery in St.
Louis. It will beiBhlpped tonight.
A lively little bit of femininity ar- Ived at the home of Charles Quler
last night, and today the happy father
by his many
s being congraulated
friends. The little lady weighed ten
pounds. Charlis Is the heavy hitter of
the Browns base ball team.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A.' Sims, of Wins
low, passed through the city this morn- ng bound for Chicago, where they will
pend six weeks with friends and rel
atives. Mrs. Sims conducts a millinery
store In WinBlow and will buy winter
goods while in the east.
August Klein, who recently returned
from Bisbee, Arizona, says he Is cer
tain that quite a number from that
town will attend the forthcoming fair.
and have written to him for posters
and other announcements of the fair,
W. V. Wolvin, D. D. S., Dental Sur
geon Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, Grant
block. Bott. phones.
o

"DIAMOND

ICE."

18 TOO?

Good enough

mOOOYds.

for anybody!

Outing Flannel
Best Quality

All Havana Filler

Special Sale Price

FOR M0NDAYAND TUESDAY
AUGUST 18 AND 19

Golden

star: horse shoe.
navy:

'spearhead: standard

C. F. MYERS and WM. MclNTO SH, Proprietors.

Jt HONEY
or.d J. i.'Tcbczco

"OLD

PEACH

HARDWARE.

Wash mnteilnls, sold up to 20c, re
duced to 7'c; sold up to 35c, reduced
to 15c; sold up to 65c, reduced to 25c,
at The Economist.

Buckeye

GENTLEMEN!
Call and examine our new fall samples 23D0 patterns to select from.
Our tailoring is unexcelled. The
style, price and quality, compels
yon to be our customer.
Nettleton Tailoring Agency, 215 S.
Second Street.

Mowers
Banner and Steel Hay Rakes
Eclipse Hay Presses
MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.

BLOCK'S HOTEL
ONLY FIRST CLASS HOUSE

ooocxxxxxxxoooooooooo

AT

JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS

ODDS AND ENDS

NOW OPEN FO. GUESTS.
Stage Leaves from Trimble's Stable,
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at
5 a. rrv.
J. B. BLOCK,
Proprietor.

t

We are

still disposing of left over summer goods of all kinds and can show a

THE

good assortment in all around summer
wearables for men and boys Sfi

UNIVERSITY

c

OF

NEW

JEXIC0

Straw Hats

f

cordial invitation Is extended to
ell to enjoy the free lunch which the
White Elephant will place tierore it
natrons this evening. It will not be
surpassed in town.
'y
T. J. Sbiuiek ia bound to do the best
horseshoeliiK In the city. He sent east
for a No. 1 horseshoer, who arrived toWarren Graham and brother, Thos day, and will make a specialty of ffne
Graham, who visited the southern Cal shoeing.
ifornia resorts, have returned to the
In Demlng good Bate loans can b
dty, well pleased with their visit. The
latter will return In a few days to had at better rates tnan in tne oia es
LloomiuKton. Iud.. where he Is a stu tabllshed towns.
o
dent at a law college.
Notice.
The Rico Caf a serves the best meals
'The Socorro Chieftain says: W. C.
at 15 and 25 cents. Short
Stevenson, who resided In Socorro and In the city
5 cents vp. 111 North First
was a student at the school of mines orders.
a short ltme two years ago, left Albu- street
querque last week for California,
"DIAMOND ICE."
where he will remain permanently. Mr.
The best food chopper made.
Stevenson was obliged to seek a lower
WHITNEY COMPANY,
altitude for considerations ot health.
A

50c

$1.90 and $2.90
$1.90 ond $2.90

(FORMERLY $2.50 TO 15.)

Negligee Shirts

There is no place like the Lion Store
when you're looking for bargains.

o

-

Tan Shoes at

152

m N. Second
E. G. Garcia & Co

$7.50

(WORTH $3 AND $4.)

J. W. Edwards

everv morntnz between 10 and 11 Office
o'clock. Give us a call.
JONES & HARRIS, Props.
We are headquarters for fine pastry,
We lead in our line; others follow.
Anthony Xydias, opposite postofflce.

- -

.(FORMERLY $10 TO $12.50.)

Summer Trousers at - -

New 'Phone

I Also Sell Monuments

-

Light Suits at

Fall term opens Thursday, Sept. 18,
1902, at 10:30 a. m.
For further Information, address,
W. Q. TIGHT, President,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Progressive Mortician and Em
banner.
Open day and night. Calls are
Copper, tin auu galvanized Iron
promptly attended to..
work. Whitney company.

$4.50

(THEY WERE $6.50 TO S7.50.)

Board and rooms at the University
Dormitory, at reasonable rates.

59.

- 50c

---

Flannel Coats and Pants at - - - -

The School of Music offers full courses
in Vocal and Instrumental Music.

Old 'Phone

at-------

(FORMER PRICE 75 CENTS TO S1.)

ACADEMIC, COLLEGIATE, NORMAL
AND COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENTS

o

W. V. Futrelle Furniture Co. have
just closed a deal to furnish the carpet
for the Congregational church, which
will be laid this coming week.

Rule Dry Goods Go.

E. J. POST & CO

7L0R0D0RA' BANDS ere

of same value as tags from

Try our coffee rolls and fine cakes.- Anthony Xydias, opposite postofllce.

r
The Cabinet serves a hot free lunch

per yd.

T2o

-

-

-

- 95c

(WORTH $1.25 AND $1.50.)
$

90c a Suit

Underwear at
($1 AND $1.50 VALUES.)

and parlor

SIMON STFRNThe

R. R.Ave. Clothier.

Dealers In

Sheep, Wool, Hides, Pelts
oocoooooocxxxxxxxocxxxx

Goat skins

JUST 50c

WRITE FOR PRICES
ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

S. MICHAEL,
Dealer

The Best Food Chopper Made,
Fully Gurauteed

In

Fine Watches,
Fine Jewelry.

lias steel cutters and it
grinds meats, vegeta-table- s,
nuts etc. capacity
3-lbs. meat per minute.
Can be taken apart instantly for cleaning.

FINE WATCH REPAIRING.
Repairing done promptly and by
skilled workmen.
325 South Second Street.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

OMONEY

TO LOAN

On diamonds, watches or any good
security. Great bargains In watches
of every description.
A. M.

Whitney

tfoors

Company
i

inNnW,

street, tew
north ot pcstoSee.

209 South Second

4

7

'Phones: Aut
South First street

248; Bell, 85.

Albuquerque, N.

uooooooocxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxcoooooorxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx)

